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A bstract

This thesis extends existing modeling, analysis and comparison of interconliec-

tion networks for parallel processing systems. Simulation models are developed for

the multistage cube network, the single stage cube network (hypercube), and the

Illiac IV mesh-type network. They are then used to provide a comparison of three

classes of interconnection networks which, until now, has not been performed. These

models, implemented using a commercially packaged simulation language provide

for compact source code and ease of readability. The networks are modeled under .

a common set of operating assumptions and system environment. This allows for

accurate comparisons of average network packet delays and memory requirements

necessary to physically implement the chosen network at a given network operating

load. It is concluded that. for the network sizes and operating conditions established.

the multistage cube network performs better at a lower hardware cost than do the

single stage cube and mesh networks. As a result, the designer of a paralll pro-

cessing system is given additional insight for choosing an interconnection network

which best suites the application needs. This thesis investigation is summarized in

[RaD88a]. and [RaD88b]...
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THE MODELING, SIMULATION AND COMPARISON OF I
INTERCONNECTION NETWORKS FOR 1

PARALLEL PROCESSING '. "1

* . *..F

1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Since the ad 'ent of the modern computer, computer architects have continu-

ously attempted, and in most cases succeeded, in designing and implementing faster.

more powerful systems. Due to design innovations and technological advances, com-

puter systems have rapidly expanded and diversified from the uniprocessor. von

Neumann architecture [Von46]. In the relatively short period of forty years. com-

puting capabilities have increased from performing simple mathematical functions to

those of performing complex numerical and artificial intelligence applications. Tra-

ditionally, the computational power needs of society have exceeded the processing 

power of contemporary computer systems. For this reason. ongoing research is inves-

tigating and proposing possible ways of meeting or exceeding the processing needs

of society.

Processing tasks such as weather forecasting, ballistic missile defense, image

processing. air-traffic control, pattern and speech recognition, medical diagnosis. ..

and robotic vision are issues that concern society. These tasks, due to their nature.

require the computational speeds of the host machine to be near or at real-time

speeds.

Due to the computational complexity of the algorithms required to irnplenlent

the above named tasks, real-time processing is, in some cases. not feasible in a

. 2... .
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uniprocessor environment. The real-time constraints imposed by these tasks requ]ire

the computer architect to look for ways of expanding from the uniprocessor von

Neumann architecture to accomplish these tasks.

In many cases, the uniprocessor von Neumann architectures lack the ability

to perform real-time applications. This is due to their sequential mode of operat ion

and largely to the computational complexity of the algorithms executed. In the von

Neumann machine, instructions must be executed in a sequential manner. Design-

techniques which incorporate overlapping and pipelining of instructions allow for 'xe-

cution times to be greatly reduced. These techniques, coupled with the technological

advances in very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit design have brought single pro-

cessor computational speeds to near the speeds necessary for real-time applications.

To achieve the real-time processing capabilities, concurrent processing must take -

place. Parallel processing systems, comprised of many cooperating processors. have

been developed in effort to achieve the real-time processing capabilities.

One of the major concerns in designing parallel processing systems lies in de- S

termining the interconnection scheme of the multiple processors. The designer nmst

consider the application and the number of processors to be used when chousig..

an interconnection network. Numerous interconnection networks have been imple- S

mented to link multiple processors to achieve a parallel computing environentc"

[Fen81]. The goal of the interconnection network design is to have the communica-

tion time between processors be substantially less than the processing time required

bv an individual processor to execute an instruction or set of instructions.

Further design issues exist once an interconnection network topology has been

chosen for study. First. the switching methodology must be determined. The switch-

ing methodology determines the way in which a message is to be routed through the '

switching elements of the network. Four methods exist: circuit switching (dedicated

physical transmission paths are set up and held until completion of transmission):

packet switching (transmission paths are dynamically allocated and released upon 0

2
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the receipt and passage of the data packet); virtual cut through (packet headers

are examined and forwarded to the next appropriate channel before receipt of en-

tire packet) [KeK79]; and wormhole routing, a derivative of virtual cut through

(blocked packets remain in the network instead of being buffered as in virtual cut ,

through) [Da186].

The control strategy of the network switching elements is another design issue

that must be examined. Two types of control strategies exist; control which is

distributed at each switching element and a centralized control which is used for all

switching elements. Trade-offs exists for using either of the two control strategies.

Chapters 2 and 3 provide a more detailed discussion of the control strategies as well as

switching methodologies and interconnection network design and implementations.

As the number of processors in a parallel system has grown, so has the complex-

itv of analytical approaches to modeling these systems. In most cases. it is no longer

feasible, and in few cases possible, to determine the expected performance of a mill-

tiprocessor design using only mathematical techniques. As a result, many designers 0

of multiprocessor systems have turned to modeling their systems through computer

simulations. Computer simulation can provide a low-cost and time-efficient intl od

for systems modeling. Simulation can provide supplemental information which call

be used to validate mathematical models when available. Through simulation. it is

possible to compare the performance of dissimilar designs and determine the design

best suited for a particular application.

1.2 Rescarch Goals

While many research efforts have examined the performance of particular net-
works under differing environments [DaS86, DiJ81, KrS83, Law75. PatS. Iea,.-.."

few have performed comparisons of dissimilar interconnection networks under the

same environment [AbP86, Da186]. Of the research efforts which have perfortl.ed

interconnection network comparisons for the same operating conditions, thelir st, S

3..
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has been limited in the number of differing networks compared [AbP86. DaIS6] and.

in the sizes of the switching elements which connect the multiple processors [AbP86].

For this reason, the main objective of this thesis investigation is to expand upon the %

performance comparison base by examining three types of interconnection networks: ,

the single stage cube network, the multistage cube network and the Illiac IV mesh 0

network. This performance comparison is made for network sizes capable of support-

ing 64 to 1024 autonomous processors. This range is chosen due to the technological

limitations which presently exist in supporting complex processors. The physical

structure and interconnection functions of these three interconnection networks are

discussed in detail in Chapter 2. ,.

One of the figures of merit that this investigation concentrates on is the av-

erage delay incurred by a message as it traverses the network. By comparing the

average delay experienced by messages entered into the networks, for various net-

work loading, a determination of the desirability of one network over another can be

made. Added information in determining the performance of the three networks is

gained through the knowledge of the maximum queue lengths associated with each %

network for a given network loading. This gives the designer insight into the cost

of constructing a network if the average delay is the most important perforitiiince

parameter considered.

1.3 Summar-y

This chapter has presented an overview of the processing restrictions incurred

by using the traditional von Neumann architecture. Methods for overcoming these
restrictions can be realized by using parallel processing techniques. One of the

underlying problems associated with parallel systems is in the determination of how .

the multitude of processors will be connected to one another. This investigation 

examines three topologies of interconnection networks.

%
40
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In Chapter 2, an overview of parallel processing systems is presented. A de-

tailed discussion is presented on the classification of parallel systems. This discussion -

is followed by an examination of interconnection networks, the characteristics asso-

clated with message transmission and the control methodologies. A brief overview

of contemporary parallel systems is presented with relation to their interconnect ion

network, switching methodology, and control implementations.

Chapter 3 examines previous performance modeling and analysis research that

has been performed. These studies examine both the analytic and the simulation

modeling of interconnection networks. A discussion of the modeling and analysis of %

the switching methodologies of the network is presented, comparing circuit switching.

and packet switching. The latter sections of Chapter 3 discuss the present state of

network modeling and analysis. These sections examine the comparison of dissimilar

network topologies.

Chapter 4 presents the methodology applied to solving this investigation. The

simulation methodology, validation, and performance analysis of the three intercoui- .

nection network models are presented in Chapter 5. Conclusions and recommenda-

tions for future research are presented in Chapter 6.

1-
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2. Parallel Processing Systems Overview

2.1 Introduction N

In this chapter, the underlying characteristics of parallel processing systeins

will be reviewed. The basic understanding of these characteristics is essential to

the comprehension of the contemporary concurrent processing systems and the ar-

chitectural problems which they face. In Section 2.2. parallel processing systems

classification methodologies will be presented. Section 2.3 will review the major

classes of interconnection networks. Contemporary parallel processing systems will

be discussed in Section 2.4 with relation to the interconnection networks discussed

in Section 2.3.

2.2 Parallcl Processing Systems Classification Methodologies

The ability to accurately classify computer systems at the systems level is a

problem that has plagued computer architects since the inception of the von Neu-

mann machine. Three taxonomies have been recognized as viable tools for use in

reducing this problem.

2.2.1 Flynn's taxonomy In 1966, Michael Flynn [Fly66] proposed a method

for classifying computer systems based on the number of instruction and data str, am.'
associated with the system. The term stream is used to denote the sequence of items

(instructions or data) that are either executed or operated upon by a processor

contained in the machine. From this concept of streams. Flynn proposed that a

machine could be classified into one of four categories. These categories are as

follows:

e Single Instruction stream - Single Data stream (SIS1))

* Single Instruction stream - Multiple Data stream (SIMI))

6
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" Multiple Instruction stream - Single Data stream (MIISD),
-

" Multiple Instruction stream - Multiple Data stream (MIMD)

Figure 2.1 represents the four categories of Flynn's taxonomy.

The SISD machine represents the traditional von Neumann architecture. This

machine is characterized by a single processor which uses a single instruction stream

and a single data stream for its operation. The MISD machine is characterized

by multiple instructions streams, supplied by multiple processors, which operate

on a single data stream. In theory, a MISD machine's multiple processors operate

concurrently on a single stream of data. At present, no true MISD machines exist
[HwB84]. Both the SIMI) and MID machines are classified as parallel processing,-"

systems. A SIMD machine is characterized by a single instruction stream which is

spawned off to multiple processors, each of which retains its own data streams. The

single instruction stream allows for a "lock-step" (sequential) instruction execution.

The MIMD machine is one whose characteristics are truly parallel. An instruction

stream is associated with each of the multiple processors in the system. This allows

for the concurrent operation and execution of instructions.

2.2.2 Feng s Taxonomy T.Y. Feng's taxonomy [Fen72] attempts to compare

computer systems by computing their degree of parallelism. From the results of

these computations, Feng proposes that the processing power of a systeni cali be

quantified. The degree of parallelism represents the maximum number of bits per

unit time that the system can process. To describe the measure of parallelism. Feng.

uses the ordered pair (r, in). where n is the processor word length and in is the svstem

bit-slice length. Thus, systems can be classified as word serial/parallel (n = 1 or

n > 1) and bit serial/parallel (n = I or ?n > 1). 3v computing the product of n alt ..

in. the degree of parallelism of the system can be used for performance comlpari,,- ."

of differing architectures.

7S
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2.2.3 Hdndlcr 's Taxonomy The taxonomy of Wolfgang Ha.ndler [1-iii7j].prescill

another method for determining the classification of a computer systenm. I1~ndlcr's 0

taxonomy is an attempt to classify a system by its degree of parallelism and Its

pipelining capabilities. Pipelining is defined as the system's ability to decompose a

process into distinct subprocesses which may be executed in an overlapped m1aimer.

. -.-:

Under Handler's proposal, a system can be represented by a triple. T(C). whis

contains six independent variables. T(C) is defined as follows:

T(C) =< K x K',D x D'. W x 11" > (2.1

where

K is the number of processor control units (PCI')

K' is the number of PCUs that can be pipelined together

D is the number of arithmetic logic units (ALU) per PCU

D' is the number of ALUs that can be pipelined together

1V is the basic wordlength of the ALU

11" is the number of pipeline stages in the AL"

*0
The significance of Handler's taxonomy is that it introduces the concept of pipellinhi"

as a classification measure.

2.3 Inthrconncction Nctu'orks

In a multiprocessor environment, the ability of a particular processor to (om1-

municate with other processors in the system is dependent upon the topology of

the network which connects them and the interprocessor communication switlchiiii,

methodology. Interconnection networks can range from simple and inexpensiv, to

complex and cost prohibitive. The most simple (logically) interconnection net wrk

*) is the ring. The complexity of a ring is proportional to the number of processors'

9
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in the ring, O(n). As its name implies, the ring interconnection network forms a

closed looped by connecting neighboring processors in a uni- or bi-directional rig.-

The communication time in the ring is a function of the number of processors in the

ring. As a result, systems implemented using the ring interconnection topology are -

severely limited in the number of processors which can be connected. Therefore. the P

ring interconnection can be feasibly applied only when the number of processors to .

be connected is small. On the other end of the complexity-cost spectrum lies the

crossbar switch. The crossbar switch is characterized by n inputs and n out1npit-l.

An n-by-n crossbar switch allows for full-connectivity between its n inputs and ,-

outputs. As a result of Hving the capability of routing any input to any outlU.

the benefits of connectivity must be paid for in logic complexity and high cost. The

high cost results from a circuit complexity which is proportional to the Squarc of 

the number of processors and memory devices connected to its input/output ports.

O(n2 ). To overcome the restrictions of small sized systems inherently related with '

ring interconnection networks, and cost prohibitive systems implemented solely with-

crossbar switches, design compromises have to be made. As a result of these coi I.

mises. two classes of interconnection networks are being designed and constructed 1,-

allow for large numbers of processors at a reasonable cost. These two intercoriritct i, ,'

networks classes are the direct or single-stage networks, and the indirect Or 1n11li 1

stage networks. Direct networks use point-to-point links to connect the pr,t-1J-I.

elements. Indirect networks, on the other hand, uses the network as a separate en-

tity. The processing elements are connected to the inputs and the outpiihti o(f hi(.

net work.

Four methods of interprocessor coimnunicat iois exist: circuit ,witchlii. j,,, k-(

switching, virtual cut through, and wormhoh routing. The first type. circuit switc-'

ing. is where a dedicated path is established prior to the transmission of data fi-

source to destination. In circuit switching. the dedicated pat h i held iint ile t tal-"

mission of data is comilete, hTe second tY'pe of sw it Chi rig is pack't Sw it clhim! 1i,1 kt "

.......................---
....... ,.....
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switching is a concept in which messages are broken into submessages (packets) and '-..

the packets, along with their routing information are allowed to independently tra- -

verse across the network from input to output. In virtual cut through, the packet

headers are examined to determine the next appropriate channel for the packet to

be transmitted on. Virtual cut through uses a store and forward method of trans-

mitting the packets once the packet header has been examined. If a blockage exists.

the packet is buffered until the blockage has been resolved. Wormhole routing uses

the same basic approach of examining the packet header as virtual cut through. The

two methods differ in how the packet is handled when a blockage is encountered.

Instead of buffering the packet as done by virtual cut through., wormhole routing

keeps the packet in the network until the blockage is resolved. -

20.3.1 Singh-ltage Networks The single-stage network is considered to be

a dynarnic network with a collection of n input selectors and n output selectors

IL . A dynamic network can be described as a network which has the ability

to, reconfigure its interconnection links. The manner in which these links are re-

configured is dependent upon the implementation of the interconnection function.

Examples of single-stage networks are the Illiac IV [BaB68], the Shuffle-Exchange

r. to71]. the PM2I [Sle85], and the Cube [Sie85]. Subsubsection 2.3.1.1 discUsse,> -

the Illiac IV interconnection function and physical layout. The Cube network i"

examined in the same light in Subsubsection 2.3.1.2.

-.3.1.1 Thc 1liac It' InthrcoflntiCtoin .Nt hiork. 'Ihe' lllia, IV netw,,rl, •

received its name from the SIMD machine, the Illiac IV, designed in the late 1 e(i& .

and early 1970s [BaB68]. The Illiac IV network has a physical layout whichi i--

approximately equivalent to a two-dimensional niesh. The llliac IV nvtw..rk, hifc'i-

from a mesh network in that the border processing elenients are c,nn,,ctd., ii a

"'wrap-around- fashion. Figure 2.2 shows the physical la\ ,ut of a Illia IV net ,,rk

where the nu mber of processing elements e- equal to 16.
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The physical interconnection of the Illiac IV processing elements is based on"

four interconnection functions. These functions are as follows: -

I1liac+i(P) = (P + 1)modN (2.2)

Illiac-1 (P) = (P - 1)modN (2.3)

Illiac+,(P) = (P + n)rnodN (2.4)

Illiac_,(P) = (P + n)mod% (2.5"

where %

P is the processor identification number

'V is the number of processors in the Illiac IV network

12 is the .,.,

mod is modiluxs arithmetic l

2.3.1.2 Th( Cubt Interconnection Network The Cube network 'Iie,77"

is a single-stage interconnection network whose name is derived from its processing

elements" physical interconnection pattern. The dimcnsion of the cube is deterniM...d

bv the number of processing elements in the cube. As an example. let N be the.

number of processing elements in the cube. The dimension of the cube. 771. is oq 2r .\ ).

In an ni-dimensional cube. the processing elements are located on the vertices of tO'

cube. Each processing element is connected to m adjacent processing e nlet>. A

3-dimensional cube is shown in Figure 2.3. The interconnection of the pioces,,",IH

elements in an m dimension cube can be described by m interconnection functions.

%

. .,. ' _
"-" .'?

Ct.Lb-k(Pm.--I Pm -.2  P I -POi P -1.1)m -2. *T k, .i, i 1 k <"i, Il2.6i

j
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Figure 2.3. 1 he Cube interconnection network where rn 3. N 8

1,ic 1) is lt-e / lit of a processing element's address. The C ub( k funict ion Connects

a particular processing element, represented on the left side of the equation. to a

prucs Ii Celliieiit given on the right side of the equation. The two proces ,1niL

elemienjts addresses dliffer in tie Wt bit position.

2.3.2 Multistage Networks

Like the single-stage networks, multistage networks are dynanic net wurkL.2

Multistage networks can be described by three characterizing features: the su-itchinq 0

tti runt, the network topology. and the control stcuctur ( 1H8~ The swit chitilc

(Ii-iciit Is a device vwhiouv funct ion is to interchiaiig it I? Inputs and 1) oilit u

0
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As an example, a 2-by-2 switch box has four allowable settings: straight, (rchan",

upper broadcast, and lower broadcast, as shown in Figure 2.4. -

Multistage networks can be one- or two-sided. One-sided networks are those.

whose input and output ports are on the same side of the network. Two-sided

networks have inputs on one side of the network and outputs on the other side.

Two-sided multistage networks can be categorized into three classes: blocking. rear-

rangcable, and nonblocking [Fen8l].

Blocking networks are those in which the connection of more than one terminal •

pair simultaneously, may cause conflicts in the allocation of the remaining comuuni-

cation links. Examples of blocking networks are the Data Manipulator [FenS1], the

Omega [Law75]. and Indirect Binary n-cube [Pea77].

Rearrangeable networks are those which can perform all possible combinations . .. ,

of connections between inputs and outputs by rearranging existing connections to

allow for new input-output connections. The Benes network [Ben65] is an example

of a rearrangeable network.

The third class of two-sided multistage networks is the nonblocking network.

In a nonblocking network, there exists a one-to-one connection between input and

output port. The crossbar switch which provides full-connectivity between inputs 0

and outputs is an example of nonblocking network. A multistage netwo', with N

processing elements will contain at least logpN stages. where p is the size of the

crossbar switching box. Each stage of the network will consist of N/p switching

boxes.

A third feature used in characterizing multistage networks (the switching ele-

ments and the network topology being the first two) is the control structure. Thlc

control structure of the network determines how the switching elements are to be

controlled. There exists two basic methods for implementing the control structure:

distributed or centraliztd cont rol. In a distributed control structure. each switchiln'.

15
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box contains control logic which uses routing information contained in the header of

a message to determine the setting of the switching box. Centralized control use, -

a centrally located control unit to inform individual switching boxes of their rout-
'. 4. ,p.

ing settings. Implementation tradeoffs must be considered when choosing the control

structure for a multistage network. While the advantages of constant path -t-up and

simple interchange box logic make centralized control seem more preferable than dis-

tributed control, centralized control disadvantages far outweigh its advantages over

distributed control. The major disadvantage of centralized control is that only one

message can be routed at any instance of time, thereby serializing the network ac- •

cesses. Using distributed control, multiple messages can be routed simultaneously

yielding no bottleneck effects.

2.3.1.3 The Multistage Cube Interconnection Network. The multistae.

cube network [McS81. Sie85] is based on the Cube interconnection function presented

in Section 2.3.1.2. Its topology is equivalent to the blocking networks characterized

above. The multistage cube network consists of logpN stages, where N is the number

of processing elements in the system and p is the size of the crossbar switchin-..

element. Each stage in the network contains N/p switching elements. Each stak I-.
of the multistage cube implements the Cube function. By this, the boxes of the 1"'

stage implements the Cube, function. At stage ,, the address lines that differ in th.

I bit position are paired at the switching elements. Figure 2.5 shows the multistac-,

cube network for N 8 implemented with 2-bv-2 crossbar switching elements.

2.4 Parallhl Processing Systhms.

Contemporary parallel processing systems have been implemented to takce ad-

vantage of the architectural advances made in the design of interconnection net-

works. This section reviews five major systems which have either been implernenied
commercially or have been built solely for the purpose of research of the presei. A
technology. 1

17.
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From a network point of view, parallel processing systems can be grouped

into one of two architectural categories: processor-to-meniory (P-Mi or processiig.

element-to-processing element (PE-PE, where a PE is a processor-niemory pair).

Processor-to-memory architectures use hi-directional networks to connect processors ..
to memory modules. Processor-to-memory architectures are characterized by heavv

network loading which results from inter-processor communications and memory ac-

cesses across the network. In a PE-to-PE architecture, the network is unidirectional

and provides inter-PE communications only. The PE-to-PE architecture differs from .

the P-M architecture in that no commonly accessible memory modules exist. As a r- .

result. the network loading is less in a PE-to-PE system than in a P-NI system.

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the PE-to-PE and P-M architectures respectively.

2.4.1 The Illiac-IV The Illiac-IV. a SINID machine, was developed in as joint

effort between the University of Illinois and the Burroughs Corporation [Sto77].

Proposed in 1965 and shipped in 1972, the Illiac-IV was one of the first machines to

be implemented using a parallel architecture. Original proposals were for the Illiac-

IV to be a multi-SINID machine with four quadrants, each of which would contain

61 processing elements. Only one quadrant was ever constructed. The Illiac-lV

was primarily designed to solve partial differential equations and perform niatrix S

multiplication. The interconnection network of the Illiac-IV was a variation of thIc,

mesh interconnection network.

2.4.2 The BBA' Butterfly The BBN Butterfly is another parallel machi;

whose interconnection network implementation is the multistage cube. Manuifac-

tured by Bolt. Beranek. and Newman, Inc., the Butterfly is designed for commercial

time-sharing use as well as for image processing in a research environment [CrGS5i.

The Butterfly is designed to house up to 256 independent processors. At

present, the machine has been commercially packaged to contain from 1 to l2S

processors. As mentioned above, the interconnection network is a multistage imuIle-

19 S'"
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mentation. The interchange boxes are 4-by-4 crossbar switches. Packet sw itclliiiit_

and distributed routing control are used for message transmfiission. The Butterfl's

>vstem architecture is a PE-to-PE architecture.

2.4.3 Th .\NVU Ultracomputr r The lt racomput er is a sliared -mieiorY N II NI I)

nHacit in(' which is presently under development at New York Umiversli v G(J;3

Thi , machine, when fully implemented. will house 4096 autonomnous proce , M)i, foi

U"O a a general p)urpose parallel system. At the present. an liltracomnpit er V

ty\pe containing 61 processors has bwen built. The T'It racomnpit or use, a lP- V ILI

a rclii t c urc.e

The Interconnection network of the Ultracomnputer is a multistage cube whic h

uses -1-by-4 crossbar switches as its switching elements. 'The switching miethodolkU'\

used by the Iitracomnpiter is packet switching with the routing of the packets usHILI

the destination address routing method to traverse the network.

2. .;.4 DfI'ht I 11IPS('J ihiel Personal Super Comnpiter (i11S.'.' IS a re0 1;1Pl]-

oriented MilNIL) machi no. The iPlS(' a rchitectutre is more comnmon lv refcrred t, a-

the hyp rciibf or bin aryj n-cubc based upon its Interconnect ion net work, a jpickci

switched implementation of a single-stage network. The hypercubo may consist 0

one,. two. or four 32-niode computational units. Each of the cube'' :32 pr(eS,111.-

nodes can function independently and concurrent ly withl one anlot her. A cenVa:

controller (cube manager) serial ly passe. data and C(' li\i< .t ' . %

withinl the Cube.

2. 4. 5 TIt 1B3.11 Rhstarrh Paraib / Proctssor I'rofotuipf (II''li Tue 1H i i

NIIN ID machine designed strictly to research the hardware and soft ware aspect ot

parallel processing [PflB51. Incorporating much of tin' NYV lt racottllivlt(lIeili.

22S
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the RP3 has been designed and is being constructed at the IBM T.J. Watson t.-

search Center. The RP3 will contain 512 32-bit microprocessors. These 512 proc(--

sors will be grouped into eight modules with each module containing 61 proces.,,ro.

The interconnection network of the R3 consists of two separate network-:; a

multistage cube and a combining network which is used for interprocessor coordiia-

tiun functions. As with the Ultracomputer and the Butterfly. the RP3"s interchange

boxes are implemented using 4-b%-4 crossbar switches. The interprocessor comniu-

nications are a mixture of circuit- and packet-switching.

* .2.., .SuTOrr00 71

In this chapter, an overview of parallel processing systems has been preselted.

Three methods for classifying parallel processing systems were discussed. \\hile

FIvnn's taxonoin is the most widely recognized of the three methodologies. it fail>

to tprovide architectural details of a svsten. Both Feng and II .ndler provide limited

arhitlievural insight. but fail in providing enough information to accUrat cv d ,scilb,

a bvst elni.

Three iiterconnection networks were discussed from a functional imt coo.eni

lt iL point of view. Interconnection network communication switching metlIodolo,.'i,('-

wer. al ,( defined. Each network's interconnection function was presented alnti wi

itS physical lavout. Mult ist age networks were discussed along wit Ii a t:r(,>tIt ail of

their associated interchange boxes. topology and control structuire-.

Five parallel processing systems were briefly examined from a networks poilt

of view. These systems revealed the progression of parallel systems architectural

implementations. This progression began with the first implemented parallel nia-

chine, the Illiac IV. and has proceeded to present-day systems such as the NYI

Ultracomputer. INTIL's iPS(". and IBM's 1P3.

'23
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3. Performance Modeling and Analysis

3.1 Introduction

Over the past six v'ears. extensive research has examined interconnect io n nt -

works from a performance modeling and analysis viewpoint. These performance

studies have ranged from analytically modeling the probability of message collioii,"

in crossbar switches. to determining which of the two switching methodolo.ue- i"

best suited for interprocessor communications. Further studies have examiiilcI t el.

possibilities of modeling interconnection networks via computer simulations. Ill-

terconnection network comparison studies have proven valuable in assisting systeim

architects choose the network which will best suit the application. The followine 0

sections review previous research performed in performance modeling and analysis.

.2 C (rossbar Switch .4nalysis

The crossbar switch, defined and discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. is used as

the basic switching element in many multiprocessor designs and implementation --

.AdS>.l. CrGs.5, DavS5, DaS85, DaS86, DiJ81, GoG83, Law75, McASI. Pea77.

Pfl38-5, Sie85, Si186]. This section presents a review of the research perforn"ed

bv Patel [PatSl]. Using analytic and simulation techniques, Patel compare, tli.

Delta networks, a permutation of the multistage cube network [SieS.5, and netw%,k-"

comprised solely of crossbar switches. This review of Patel's work is concerned ,nilv

with the implementation issues and analytical analysis associated with the liic (

a crossbar switch as a network switching element. For consistency. th e nutai,,, f ,,t

Patel is used in the following discussion.

From a hardware point of view, the crossbar switch consists of two inar "-

components: the control logic and the switching element itself. The control logic is

used to process message requests and to provide arbitral iou amnong requesltors il ill'

2-1
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event of a conflict. The function of the switching element is to rout , t lj'-

or data once the setting of the switch has been determined by the control l0 A

functional block diagrani of a 2-b\-2 crossbar switch is shown in Figure 3. 1.

The single lines in Figure 3.1 represent one bit lines. The doubl, lines it,, a, .

out of the INF() Lox represent address lines, data lines, and a Read/\\rite ro',.

line. The X and .\ lines are used to control the switch setting. If the input X is

logic 1. the switch is set to its cross connection. If X\ is logic 0. the switch is set to

its straight connection (see Figure 2.4). For the 2-bv-2 case. only one bit ha, s 1,,

examined to determine the sett ii~,g of the switch. Switches of size .\ requi . -..

bits to be examined to properly set the crossbar connections. In the irmplemenai, tatO"

of a crossbar switch, two sets of control lines exist: the request. the de tiiatiun. and .

- tihe busy lines for the left or input side of the switch and the request and t h, u,%v •

lines for the right or output side of the switch. For the 2-by-2 sized crossbar, two

sets of these control lines exist, one set for each of the input and a set for the ou1put 1

lines of the switch. An N-by-. crossbar switch requires N sets of control lines. The

logic equations for the signals in Figure 3.1 are given below.

X rodo + rod, I

X rodo + 7"od-

Ro rodo + rd..

R, rodo + rid

bo X BL + \'t "."-'

b = XBO + B1 + rodod + rodod-

10 ioX + I",

? ON + I.
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The above equations represent the logic equations for the simplest crossbIar. t lie 2-

l)V2. For large N. thle logic equat ioii , for anA-lv l crossb~ar b)ecomIe conpc 1 x

the point of intractable.

In the anlss(if the crossbar. a crossbar sjeof Alby \ , as ,unwdel a

tcl* , anialysis assumes a processor to mernory systemi archjitectuiire ( 4 lFigilro 2. 7

1 sIil i t Ii is aS Itia pt ioni, the croJssb~ar support 5 Al processors and N nienrv Iii.

ules,. Conflicts caused by two requests made for the same miemory modulle ar, t

I), cunsideied nicimle-y conflicts, rather than network conflicts. Furlther s2il

it ni a(!(e t ( fat-IlIItit If th1e atidi als SP Vit a( ii prkwesor geneerated requestI- 1:1

(1 :i.. ant l iilepeiiileill of the others, with the reqjuest, umniformily dlitriiited (),c

iti mnemnorV TTO(d u le. A Second operating assurmpt ion is that ill each cycle. cacli

pi geijeratf e request ,wt 1ih probab i l it y yn. ti t he,-va l]T k

heit haid%%ldih (I) IT)i packets per unit time, of the crossbar and the prohahilit \

tfn essage accept an-( c(PA) at the (lest iMat ion1 Memlory Mod ule. canl be denvo Vt 1

cro ,Obar switches of varving size. For large Al and N, the bandwidth and prohldiI t.%

4i's~ accept an c is represented by:

*13 W N(. 1 (3.2

Ihfe com plet e der Ivat Iin of thei above equat ins ('all lie fund Iii 'Pal~lei~\

approx i at ions p rivle 99'/ ( accuracy when .1l and N are greater thaan 311 anl( l-)

accuracy for Al. N > .

C5. ircuit ~,ii(/u A nal.c

Of the four types, of s\%iclirwi iiielhiudiloicj, prc'cntcdeill in ( lcl alt'!

2. t %() have be-u jirthltiiia ft IY used in1 lilit ercttiinct iIT TIit oik atial\ 1. is, (-Ir-culit
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switching and packet switching. In this section and the one to follow, a review and

analysis of previous research in these two areas is presented. -

In a circuit switched network implementation, a physical link between source

and destination PEs is established prior to message transnission. The path - .

tahlhlihnient process is performed using a "request-grant" protocol [.McSSO'. 1:1 a

distributed control system, message requests are forwarded through the netwrk"

setting the switching elements to the appropriate position if available. Once the

transmission path is established, it is held until the transmission of the messages I

is complete. In cases where two or more different messages desire the same cornlu-

nication path or a blockage occurs due to a previously established path. a conflict

among the message transnissions arises. In the event of a conflict, a method for

resolving the conflict must be chosen. 0

Two of the more common conflict resolution methods, the drop and the hld

aliorithms. have been the topics of recent research [Dav85, LeW84]. When a conflict

is encountered using the drop algorithm, the message request is removed from the •

network and the partial communication link, up to the point of the conflict inclusive.

is relinquished. Message requests that are dropped from the network must be reini-

tiated by the originator at a later time. The hold algorithm differs from the drop,

algorithm in that when a conflict arises, the message request is held at the point of

conflict until the conflict has been resolved. The partial communication link iV held

In the work of 'CheS2. ChL83. Dav85. LeW8 1]. each used discrete time NLirk,v-

chains to aid in the analysis of the circuit switched networks implementing ei lict

the drop or the hold resolution algorithms. Modeling a systen using Nlarkov chaii"

can provide a graphical representation of the operating states of the network as well l

as the state transition probabilities.

2 S, 0-iii
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8.3.1 The Hold Conflict Resolution Algorithm This section presents the re-

sults of the mathematical derivations performed by [Da-85. LeWV84] in determining

•o/. ",,-

the state transition equations for the hold conflict resolution algorithm. For consis- '

tency in the presentation of these results, the notation of [Dav85 ] is used.

Using the Markov chain shown in Figure 3.2, the hold conflict resolution algo-

rithm can be modeled for a 4-stage network. The derivations of the state transition

probabilities assume a 2-by-2 size switching element is implemented in the network.

The network can be modeled by using two sets or states: the request states. I?,. and

the blocked states. B. 0 < i < n. These states represent the possible states that a ,

message request may encounter as it attempts to traverse the network and establish

a path. State P represents the processing state of the message at a local PE. State .

T represents the state in which the data transfer may" begin. This state signifies the .

establishment of the communications link between source and destination. Assuring.'

a message generation rate. m. from each source PE, and a time delay. d. associated

with the state T, the state transition probabilities are given below in Equation 3.5.

q(TP) = 1d (3. 1 .

q(T,T) = 1- 1/d

q(P, R ) rn

q(P,P) 1 - rn

In deriving the transition probability of moving from state R, to state R,.

the three possible causes for blockage in a 2-by-2 switching element were summed.

The resulting probability of transitioning from one stage to the next is given lv:

n-I

q, = I - .25R,- B,- .5 (1?., Bi I. )- 0.5p(T) (3.7,.

29]
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* The transitions from state R, to state B, was defined as follows:

.p(RJ)- p(B) j

q (R.Bh={ .5(p(R 1+p(B )) z<3.1

.pT)n

In Equation 3.6. the superscript notation. B', is used to indicate that the blockc,!

message is in state j.The superscript changes as the blocked message moves from

state to state.

The probability of tran sitioning from one stage to the next stage in a part icillar

time cycle fwas defined to be:

S Pt+' Ri~ (3. 7
pt(RI) + pt(Bj)

Equation 3.7 shows that the probability of transitioning through stage j is tile prull-

ablt of being in stage j divided by the probability of being in state RJ~. li

this time-based probability. q,. the transition probabilities for state B' wvere shown

to be:

q(B,>.R,+1 /l-

0 <

q(B,'. B? 2  { i3.1

3.3.2 Th ( Drop Conifict Hf sohli Aligo rithm In sing ani a pproach l 111ii i v

their analysis of the 1101(1 conflict resolution algoritIi in. Lee and Wui [I eW S I( r.Ml

a two di rnensiolia I st rijt ilre which mnodels the miessage request transition1- tI1i



the network when the drop conflict resolution algorithm is used. The Markov chaiii

representation for a 4-stage network is shown in Figure 3.3. As pointed out in

[Dav85], this representation is an approximation to the actual system operatiui ill

that multiple blocking messages are not addressed.

The states P and T of Figure 3.3 represent the same states as those in the hold

algorithm analysis: the local processing at the PE and the message transmission.

The states R,, represent the traversal of the message requests through the network.

The R,,, states encompass the record keeping of the location of a blocked messag.C

requests. which in expanded notation is represented by a third subscript. k. 'lIh.

first row of the model represents the first transmission attempt of a message reqIif,

entering the network. Subsequent rows depict the retransmission of the messagte

request following blockage in the previous row. Colurrm states are used to model the

message requests at a particular stage of the network.

As with the hold algorithm, the transition probabilities between the message

r, processing state. P. the transmission state. T. and the first path request state are

the same:

q(T,P) = 1/d (3.11

q(T.T) = 1 - 1/d

q(P, Ro.0)) = -

q(P. P) - 1 - i

Letting T be denoted by stage n. the probability of being in column j is defined as:

.s'j= p( H.;i3. 12

0=0
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Si mi lar to the deri vat Ions i n the hold algorl im, t he Itranit 10o] proba bilItIIc Ie lroI 1!,l

the first row are found to be:

-% Id

~ Ihj,~+~) 1 - * 5p( T ) .5 it -. )p ...

\Viei a blocke ocrs thata e meessaentot requests roppe frmyb liiie nt% ufK -

rasittion the orwta orsodoteclm where theeiosl blockdmsaegeus eu'i o ull,-

fltethanlssothsdenet transitionste probabilitie aroerfet~ y

Ip 0

F-mEquations 3.13. and 3.1 rhepresenilty ta posie tesaratiost in te, network

1t raitioni!sii th occrewhent aim preiouly, bloedi mhttessage equest re ( uu i ICIll

failtasteni The naly ii tes depenesont tnions thbrbaiiyoftasi:l

q, I0dn <1,'1(



Using the representation for q,, the probability of the blocking request being" act' rv

in the network after the present time cvcle is:

Qkj H 17 , (3. 1

kS

Qsican be described as the probability of the blocking message transitioning fromi,

column k to column k~j while the blocked message is resubmitted and returned to the

ointht of blockage [DavS]. Using these derivations, the transitions for the dependh""

state-. I.e can be derived. First. Davis derives the transition probaliie of riu, '"

lwir blocked arid transitioning through the column. These probabilities ar(u fouiid

S(1- + Qk+. )(- .25S -. Sznt= 2+n Sm) k j

Qk+ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .1, 1.25S 5Enl(jnS

The transitions resulting from the repeated blockage due to the blocking messap,

an(d the blockage by a new request are given in Equations 3.19 and 3.20.

qI Rj im. ik R. 3 1

25(1 -Qk.)S - . k
q(R, I,2 k = ( 1. 0,m Q k,2 S < < 71. k (3.20)

5(1 - Qk+.,-i )Sj k.<.

S- Qk+1+,_, . j < < K i. k =.
1 '.

0 '- -

3 -°, ,
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And finally, blockage transitions in the input stage were derived in [LeW C and are

given below. -o

q(R,,0 ktiRl.o,o) .5(1 - q k) (3.23 " -

Pack~ Su-Ichiny.-In.-s-.-

,. . ,,4..-

along withthetecni dool ts rk --.
, , ••-- - .

Reutqro(rvou eerillalso) be dis(3.21d

q(I.l~ok i.,0 ) (- (3.22 .:..

q(RioRiog .5(1- q )(3.23

q(R 1 ,ok.i'. R = .5(1 -q ) (3.241 --''

q(ft 00.R1 .o) 1 3.

• .. Packdt Su'itd'iing .A alysu.. *l .
"

Packet switched network performance and analysis has been the topic If ex- .O

tensive research in recent years [DiJ8la, DiJslb. MUM82, Che82. KrS3. Cllb- .'".

DaSS6]. In this section. the basic principles of packet switched networks are exam-

ined along with the techniques used to model this type of network implementation.
Results from previous research will also he discussed.-.'.

Packet switched networks differ from circuit switched networks in the manner in"

which the communication link between source and destination pairs are nain.aiiied.

While the complete link is held until a message has completed its traversal of ItI.

network in a circuit switched environment, the link betaween switching ehede- i>ne

held just long enough for the message to traverse the link in a packet switeltJ, ""

network. This eliminates the need for a complete path from source to destinati, ..-.

prior to thle message transmission. ?"'

Advantages and disadvantages exist when using packet switched networks in- .-

stead of circuit switched implementations. An advantage of packet switched net- •

works is the ability to pipeline the packet transmissions thereby potentially redlicini,,

the overall transmission delays and increasing the network throughput. \itl t hes,

benefits come potential drawbacks of this implementation. Since each packet esll-

'36 %.
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lishes its own path through the network, the path establishment delays increase a,,

the number of packets in a message grows. Additionally, the logic required to con-

trol the switching elements is more complex than a comparable network constructed

using the circuit switched methodology.

As in the circuit switched network, conflict resolution algorithms exist in packet

switched networks. When a conflict occurs at a switching element, one of three

resolution algorithms can be used: the hold, the drop, and the reroute algorithms.

The hold and the drop algorithms are the same as those discussed in the previon, >

section. When the reroute algorithm is used. a blocked message is reroute to an .

incorrect destination for resubmission by that destination to the correct dest itat ion1.

Methods for modeling packet switched networks which have used both discretc

and continuous time Markov chains have been presented in [DiJ81a, Di.18lb. CheS2. 

KrS83, ChH84, Dav85]. Queueing models consisting of n nodes which represent the

n stages of the network can be used to analyze the packet traversal of the network.

Switching elements are represented by queues at the inputs of the 77 nodes. Qieu

lengths are assumed to be of a finite length determined prior to implementation.

Dias and Jump [DiJ81a. DiJ811] investigated the affects on the netwurk dil,,

to varying buffer sizes. By doubling the buffer size from one to two packets. ill(\

were able to show that the throughput of the network is also increased. The increase

in throughput continues, to a point, as the size of the buffers is increased. Tlw ,

throughput begins to remain approximately constant with buffer sizes in '\' ,

4-6 packets. It is also shown that packet delays increase as the buffer size > ilil(rc;i,,.

The bottom-line of the research of Dias and Jump. shows that an optiial Iut,-.

size exists to maximize the network throughput. Additional research performied .i
o" .•

multiple-packet networks, by [DaS86'. is presented in the sections which folhw.

0
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3.5 Tradeoff Analysis of Switching Methodologies

In this section, a t.adeoff analysis of circuit-switched versus packet-switched ,i

multistage generalized cube network is reviewed. Two operating modes are presented

in the original analysis: the SIMD mode and the MIMD mode. This review is only.

concerned with the MIMD mode of operation due to its relationship to thi, thesi-

investigation. a" .-

Davis and Siegel [DaS86] perform a comparative study into the effects of choo>-'

ing packet-switching versus circuit-switching as the switching methodology for III,

multistage cube network. The effects of multiple-packet messages on the netw,:,.

are also researched. Results from this research are detailed in the text which follows.

In a MIMD environment, the generation and transmission of messages to a:

through the network occur asynchronously. Messages generated consist of a header.

containing the routing information, and one or more data words. If the size of thwe

message exceeds the maximum single-packet size allowed by the network, the messa ,,.

must be broken-down into multiple packets for transmission through the network:.

Each packet contains the same routing information. In the multistage cube net wurk.

a single path exists between a source and destination pair [McS81]. When multiph,

I)ackets occur, these packets must be routed sequentially to ensure proper ordeilii2 S

at the destination.

Davis and Siegel. in analyzing the performance of multiple-packet inessagc.

introduce twvu parameters to aid the anal ysis. The packet cyclh time is defined a

the time delay associated with the packet moving from an input to an output of ii

network interchange box. The packct offs(t time is considered to be the time betwee,

successive packet generations in a multiple-packet message. This time can be furt ,.

described as the time difference in the speed of the system PEs and the network. A,

an example, the packet offset time is equal to one when the time to generate a t~a, kI"

is equivalent to the tiine required by an Interchange box to process the pack,."

3s
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Results from their study" shows that, for a given message size, the delay of

a packet in the network decreases as the packet offset increases. This is t, bc -

expected, as an increase in the packet offset reduces the apparent network loading,

and subsequently. the network conflicts. These values can be used to compare against

the ideal times required by a packet to traverse the network. Under ideal conditions.

an m-packet message requires k+(m-1) packet cycles to traverse the k-stage network.

When making the choice of packet-switching or circuit-switching for network"

implementation, different factors must be considered. First, the operational nod"

(SIMD or MIMD) will determine the effects on the network due to conflicts amon, ,IL-F

the messages and the associated queueing delays. A second issue is the typo o!

systems architecture that supports the network. The two types. PE-to-PE and P-.l.

s'sten architectures. discussed in Chapter 2, determine whether the network will 1b w

characterized by light loading and low conflicts (PE-to-PE), or more heavily loaded

with greater conflicts in a P-M architecture. Through cacheing techniques. network,-

supporting P-M systems are shown to perform equivalently to those in PE-to-PK

architectures.

To compare a circuit-switched network to a similar network implemented t>-.

ing packet-switching, the internal and external environment must be the samei

both cases. Design imrplementations such as data path width, interchange box il'

plementations, and PE-network interfacing techniques are internal factors that iiiut

be considered. External factors that must be the same for comparative piirposes

are: svstem size, processing speeds and network loading. Once these factors arc

determined and set, a valid comparison of the switching methodologies cani be made.

Davis and Siegel conclude that the circuit switched network provides better

performance for smaller-sized messages than do the packet-switched network. The S

packet-switched network performs better for messages of longer lengths. These re-

stilts also show that the performance of the network is highly influenced by the

processing rates of the PEs.
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3.6 ('omparisons of Int rconiuctzon .\'tuorks

The ability to accurately compare interconnection networks which differ topo-

logically is essential in determining the suitability of the network to a particular

application. For this reason. recent research efforts have been directed toward tlie'e .%

ty-pes, of comparisons. This section reviews the work of Daily [DaIS6'. Abraliaiil

and] Padinanablian [AbI'86]. and 1Hsu, Yew, and Zhu [11sY8 7]. Two of these studie

Dal>6] [Szv,86], perform comparisons of networks based on VLSI design conistrainlts.

Anialvt ical modeling anid analysis of nietwork performances are examined by [AbPSN3.

Cilijarimmls of lie single saecube ( hvpercube) nework to anewly poodii

wo-(rk is the t()Jli of research of[IsS.

.~(.IVL. I) (ompar..nn of 10or1 and Binary n-('ubf .Vttiiork,, W. J. Dall\

IDl~)aN presents a comparison of interconnection networks based on the wiring r-

quireinenits of VLSI circuits used to implement the networks. In his study. IDally

compares low-dimnensional networks (e.g.. miesh) to high-dimensional networks (~.

biriary ni-cubes), with each having the same brstctonal width. The bisectional widtl.

of a nlet work [Tb'o8U]j is the minimum number of wires that must be cut if the net -

wor-k Is to be divided I into t wo equal hialves. This comparison is further based of I h ret

performance parameters: latency, azreragf case throughput, and hot-spot throughpOt

Latency is the time interval between successive initiations. The average case thirouali-

put Is defined as the average number of messages processed by the net work inl a uni1,1

of t ic. A~ measure of the t hroughput bet ween a pair of processing elleent wl \1.1

receive a disproportilonately large amount of t le net work raffic is called t Itli o - spul

t hroughiput.

One of the miain operating assumptions usedl in Dally's st udy is lie ii~e (

wormhole routing. Wormhole routing. recall fromn Chapter 2. Is a variatloll oif yirtuiia

cut through routing [lKel\K79]. These two methods differ Inl thle mlannelr Illili! a

N ocked message hiand led. \iilevi rtural (-ut throu gh renmoves a blocked ines~;raztfi
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the network, wormhole rou-ting retains a blocked message in the network. The hle

pfits of using wornmhole routing over the store- and -forw ard routing inethod 1s redli, (I

network latency. This is shown mathematicall\- below in Equations 3.26 aiid 3.27

and graphically in Figure 3.4.

The derivation of the network latency using the store-and-forward ai!id ::

hole routing techniques is dependent upon two components of latency: the dlitall~

(D) and the messag"e aspect ratio (L/IU). The distance, D, is defined as the~~

point -to-point dibtance (in hops) fromn source to destination. The nie avz ii-

ratio is the ratio of the mecssage length, L over the nortralized channel v.11. It

and can be described as the number of channel cycles necessary to tra- i t.,

message across one chiannel . Using the store- and-forward mo- i . an emIt ire, n L,,a

mu11st be reccived bv an intermediate node prior to t he message lg t Yan111'-1 1

t le next niode in the couninicat ion link. The lat encv of the iet work miust t lin,

the product of thle dist ance t hrough the net work and the mnessag, aspect rai!)

LI

3.21

[* ing 'worinh~ole ioialtig. partial mnessages miaY be tranismilted up(m 1 i!KI.

the (olitrol bits (Cit.) to the next node in the conimunicatomi link. Th~le; Ii.

he net work can now be represented by the sumi of D and LI.

In Equations 3.26 andI 3.21. T i the channel cycle, time. t, ti:( ix

to coT iplet e a t rani.act ion on a channel. F-igu re 3.4; t hai to !,,it i Ill.,

required for routing a mnessage t hrough thIree pm ocessu ig niodes ' L!' till 1-1 1'1.'!

when wormhole routing P, used insteadl of store amid-for-ward te( 11!10j'.

N'ot ing tlito f,, t". w rilr' iked al randtihj i fro a at ui 7, . H'.

1111TIr)rT r l t I f? If l:1TIn ' ' hilat 11 ot -he ct tr i I- I-, 1\ (, I.
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Also the normalized channel width. IV is a function of the dinieioialit v. it. anid

thle radix, k of the network and can be represented by

k
Wi.uk)- .:

t> in g Equat ions 3.28 and 3.29 subst itute(d into Equ ation :3.27. tli he t o rk Ia . 0

for- a k-arv n2-cube b. : -- .

~~ 2L)3.0

Equation 3.30 shows that the latency of the net work. T~, is domiitiid ILv iii,

dimiension. n . of the network. This equation also assumnes a constant welen u: Ii

ariunig tile networks. Further derivations of thle nectwork latency include tHe efft>t

It,( to variable wvire lengthus for linear and logarithminic delays associated wvithI t l ie

Ienigt hs of the intercon nect ion wiring. The present at ion of these derivations an~

lt the seCopci(f tliii review,. Thie reader should refer to [DalSK; foi- fun lie:

II fFTI ratI loll ahort !liese dlvat on . For each of t he denivat ion-, for the ii et work

l at1 . t I e III Til IatI ]oil is thiat ]oN% dinmensiorial net works will have lowecr l;tilt tcie>

hani thle higher dimensional net works.

I lie, secondl perfoJrmtance measuire exari iitied by Dally. i t lie t h r tin li pui tof In

iici wi irk. J ie iApproaeli t aken to estime the t hrounfliptit is to calculate thei ca p,,i:1.

of 'lit, tiet work,. te raxinit 1niutnihier of li( s~agv' t hat canl lbe inl t lie nect won k Lat al i.

viver-I i inst ane, (of t InMC. %

Thne maxIin ill in nighpl 11 it frac(t ii ii of thIn capaicit v fo r Vil a v iii ie, canl

Ili demicd unsirng the flw'~asslumpnihrris aiid liqiation, 3.31 and 3.32. The results,

III 'rmiat)kI jo ilate pre-eited lit Laile], 3.1.
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1. Each processing node supplies to the network a traffic load of A
.X tness Tes "'

2. The message rate on channels entering the dimension is AE = L y

3. A message traverses channels per dimension: one entering channel and

k-( continuing channels. This gives a channel rate continuing in a

dimension of Ac- = rAE.

4. The service time in dimension i + 1 is T4+1 .

.T. he service time of the last continuing channel is the dimension is T(,_l)

6. The probabilit\ of collision is AETO and the expected waiting time to resolve

the collision is 2 T

V ".'%.

Using these assumptions, the service rate for the entering channel of the dimension

is "iven hv: % %

TO I - , - 2AT,+1  (3.31)
Ac

Equation 3.31 is only valid when AC < i The service rate of the it" channel of
2%

the 1 dimension is given by:

, .. 2-

T , + I A ( ,T n -j' "
/=) 1 + ) (3.32)

Setting the source seivice time, 7O. to the reciprocal of the message rate, AE and

solving Equations 3.31 and 3.32 for AE, yields the maximum throughput of the

net work.

Table 3.1 shows thie MaxiMuri throughput for k-ary n- cubes whichi support

2!W) and 1024 processing nodes. These calculations of total latency are for message .1
44 1
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Parameter 256 Nodes 1024 Nodes
Dimension 2 4 8 2 5 10
rad'Ix 16 14 2 32 4 2
Max Throughput 0.40 0.49 0.21 0.36 0.42 0.1,S
Latency A =0.1 43.9 121. 321. 4.5.3 1D . 377.
Latency A= 0.2 51.2 14-5. 648. 50.0 162. NA
Latency A= 0.3 643180. NA .59.0 221.) N A

Table~~~ 3.1 in .n" lro

Tabe 31.Maxin mwrghput as a function of capacity and blocking latency
cycles (-al86].

lengths, L =200 bits. Table 3.1 shiows that the blocking effects due to 1imension alit x

are reduced as the dimension of the networkis reduced.

The third performance figure examined is the hot-spot throughput. The hot-

spot throughput for a k-ar n-cube which uses deterministic routing is EHS and

equates to the bandwidth, W, of a single channel. Dally uses an assumption of

constant w~ire cost to represent OHS byv:

011 145 kI -
Since low-dimensional networks have greater channel bandwidth than do high-dimei -"

networks. the hot-spot throughput will also be greater in the low-dimensional ii,-

Nv o r ks.

In this study. Daly compares low-dimensional networks (tori) to liigh-diionrsioli..
(k-ary n-cubes) using the assumptions outlined above. Not included in his investi-

eat ion is the indirect or multistage k-ar k n-cube networks. This exclusion wa!2 (II

to his rationale that multistage network performance is similar to the dirct k-ary .

n-cube networks of high-dimensionalitv.
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3.6.2 Performance of the Direct Binary n-Cube Network Abraham and Pad-

manabhan in [AbP86], present a mathematical analysis of the direct binary n-cube. -

Their investigation considers two performance measures: the probability of message .p.

acceptance and the bandwidth of the network. These performance measures. once

derived, prove to be better than similar measures for the indirect binary n-cube pro-

duced by Dias and Jump [DiJ81], Patel [Pat8l], and Kruskal and Snir [KrS83]. For

comparison purposes, the crossbar switch sizes are limited to 8-by-8.

The analysis of the direct binary n-cube's performance is performed twice. The

first analysis assumes a singlc-accepting PE schemc, where only one message can be

accepted by the PE in a single cycle. The second approach assumes a multipl(-

accepting PE scheme, where up to d messages can be received by the PE in a single -,

cycle for a d-dimensional network. Also considered are the cases where messages will

and will not be buffered at the switches. "

Simplifying assumptions and definitions to this research are:

1. All nodes are identical with the traffic between nodes being equally distributed.

2. The message generation rate at each PE is in.

3. The rate at which message arrive from neighboring node is rn. 0

4. The rate of message entering a PE is r,..

5. P, is the probability that a message received from a neighboring node is for

the PE. ]

6. PA is the probability of message acceptance.

7. P is the probability that a message received from a node is successfully tra"[s-

mitted to another node. 0

8. d is the dimension of the network.

9. N 2 is the number of nodes in the network.

161
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7 7707

Direct Binary Indirect Binary -
n-cube n-cube :::'

Network Size 256 1024 4096 256 1024 4096

Switch Size 9 11 13 2 4 2 4 2 4
Switches 256 lk 4k lk 256 5k 1280 24k 6k 2k
Lines 2304 ilk 52k 2304 1280 ilk 6k 52k 28k 20k
Crosspoints 20736 121k 676k 4k 4k 20k 20k 96k 96k 12Sk-,

Table 3.2. Hardware requirement comparisons [AbP861.

In each of the analyses, mathematical relationships are derived and used for

coin>rison to the results obtained through simulations of the networks. Refer to.

[AbP86] for an in-depth presentation of the mathematical derivations. Using the

above results. and through simulations, the direct binary n-cube is found to give 

higher P4 than the indirect binary n-cube when the size of the crossbar in the indirect

network is less than an 8-by-8. Using an 8-by-8 crossbar switch reveals that the direct

and indirect binary n-cubes have equal performance. The performance advanta,(>

of the direct cube for small sized crossbars do not come about without cost penalties.

Table 3.2 shows various measures of costs for the two types of networks.

3.6.3 An Enhanccd Hypercube Nduork The work of Hsu. Yew. and Zhu

[HsY87] focuses on the introduction of a new interconnection network structure. t -

Block-shujjthd Hypcrcubf (BSH). It is proposed that the BSII implementation may " .-l

be able to replace the hypercube network with rrunimum hardware changes. Thc

interconnection scheme of the BSII is based on the shuffle-exchange interconnection

method of [Law75]. As an enhancement to the hypercube interconnection network.

[HsY87] show that the hardware requirements of the BSH network are substantially 0

less than those required by the hypercube. Using an message generation approach-

identical to [AbPS61. it is shown that the 13SII network outperforms the hyi ereil e

interconnection network in terms of message delays and hardware costs. Base! on

47
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the reasoning of [AbP86], the authors further conclude that the BSII network als,

outperforms the multistage cube networks of similar network size.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, the state of performance modeling and analysis of interconnec- S

tion networks was examined. The use of computer simulations to model interconnec-

tion networks provide a low cost and timely method for determining the feasibility--

of a system(s) in question. VLSI comparisons of interconnection networks prove il-

valuable as the technology is rapidly progressing to meet the needs of systems which

require processing units on the order of tens of thousands.

The reviews of the performance modeling and analysis of interconnection net-

works presented above reveal that much is yet to be learned from these types of

analysis. First, the present studies are limited in the scope of their comparisons.

Normally. one type of network is compared against the next under simplifying and

constraining assumptions. There needs to be comparisons of classes of networks in

a broader sense. The works by [Da186] and [AbP86] present examples of the lim-

ited nature of performance comparisons. While Dally contends that low-dimensional

networks perform better that do high-dimensional networks such as the multistage

cubes, this contention may not be totally correct. One of the main points presented

by [DaS86I was the packet offset time or time differential between packet generation

and packet presentation to the network. This is an important point to consider. If

the processing elements take orders of magnitude longer to present the packet to -

the network than the packet will take to traverse the network, the bottleneck has

now shifted from the network to the processing elements. If this is the case. reex- ""

amination of performance comparisons, such as the ones presented above, must be •

researched. In Dally's work, this time differential is not addressed. Additionally.

the work of Abraham and Padmanabhan is limited in i1 -cope. In their comparison"

of the direct binary n-cube with indirect binary n-cul...., the size of the swit liTi2

4 S
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elements was limited to 8-by-8. While this may have been a sufficient limiting size

to validate their research for small size crossbar switches, work by [Szy86] has showit -

that with present VLSI techniques,. crossbar sizes of 32-bv-32 are now realizable.

Further work is necessary to determine what effects the increased crossbar switch -

sizes will have on the networks examined.

The information contained in this chapter is used as a base for further research

in the parallel processing systeins environment. Specifically, the following chapter"

present the methods used and results obtained in the comparison of three inter-

connection networks whose sizes range from 64 to 1024 processing elements. The'-

interconnection networks to be modeled for evaluation are the single stage cube, th.,

multistage cube and the Illiac IV networks. -,

1-.
• S
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4. Interconnection Network Modeling

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the methodology used in the modeling and sirnulatilul of

the multistage cube networks, the single-stage cube networks, and the Illiac IV mesh -1

network. A discussion of network modeling via computer simulations is presented

in Section 4.2. In this section, an introduction to the SLAM 11 simulation language"-

is presented along with the benefits it lends to the modeler. This discussion is fol- -

lowed by Section 4.3. which defines the network internal and external environments

and the operating assumptions which have been used to facilitate this investigation.

The formulation of the network models are outlined in Section 4.4 with an in-depth

discussion of the channel allocation-deallocation problem. The approaches used in

designing and simulating the multistage cube networks, the single-stage cube net- *.'. 2.

works, and the Illiac IV mesh networks are explained in Sections 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7

respect iPvely.

4.2 SLAM II and Intfrconnfction Vctwork Modtlin 9 g:'''

In recent ears, network modeling via computer simulation has been intpl,- ..%

mented primarily in high-ordered languages such as C and Fortran. These sinni -

lations. such as [Oves2]. have been comprised of thousands of lines of source cud'.

which adds to the complexity of the modeling effort and the overall t ine reqni, • ]

to complete the effort. To reduce, and possibly eliminate the necessity of high ordc-

language simulations, Pritsker and Associates. Inc. [Pri86] developed a Fortran-

based language. Simulation Language for .4lternative Modeling (Sl..\Nl) whi) li i '
0

ideally suited for network simulations. The compactness and completeness of it-

code makes SL.AM modeling desirable. For this reason and due t) thule cxperti I
available for designer's questions. SLA M was chosen as the tool for use ii nimd,'liiL,

the interconnection networks of tis invest igation. A brief descri 1 iwu uf the S;.\ NI
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network language is provided to assist in the understanding of the models to be

presented in the latter sections of this chapter.

In the modeling of a network, the SLAM simulation consists of two parts: the

control statements and the network description. The control statements provide

options to the user for determining the initial states, any modifications to the siIip -

ulation and when and how to terminate the simulation. The network description is

the SLAM code which represents the modeler's interpretation of the actual network

process. SLAM provides to the u-er a set of 23 network statements which allow for

in-depth simulations ranging from complex computer networks [GarS5]. to computr

interconnection networks (AlI861.

SLAM provides the entity which is used to model a message that will flow

through the network in a store-and-forward manner. Each entity can have associate1-

with it a set of attributes which are used to distinguish one entity from the other.

These attributes can be assigned values which represent source addresses, destinatiol.

addresses, message lengths, or other user defined values. The file is used to represent

resources such as channels or memory modules as well as queues which store groups

of entities. The basic concept of the SLAM model is to have the entity(s) generated

at some prescribed interarrival rate and then flow through the network. followiing

the routes determined by the designer. Each entity which enters the network will

be also be terminated and removed from the network. Upon termination. statistic -

associated with the entity may be collected when specified.

The statistical results of the simulation are provided for in SLAM via a sum-

mary report. The summary report includes statistics on the files, activities, and/or

variables of the model. The summary report is the primary output of a SL.-\NI sini1-

lation. Additional information concerning the simulation can be obtained from echo

reports, and trace reports. Echo reports reflect the data input and the initial vallues

set prior to execution. The trace reports are primarily used as debugging andl 1
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validation tools for the model. The trace report provides a snap-shot view of th.

network at each instance of time in which an event is scheduled to occur. S

4.3 Network Operating Assumptions.--.

To facilitate this investigation of the mesh, the single stage cube and the ]i)': !

tistage cube interconnection networks, certain assumptions and operating condit io-'2

for the networks must be established. Based on the operating assumptions used iII

previous research [DiJ81], and from the discussions in Chapters 2 and 3. the oper-

ating assumptions and conditions for the network simulations are described below.

1. Each of the networks to be modeled are assumed to be operating in a MIMI) .4.

environment. S

2. A PE-to-PE architecture is assumed.

3. Packet switching is used as the method for inter-PE communications. Message

buffers are employed at the switches for the storing and forwarding of packets 0

to and from the switches.

4. Message interarrival times are assumed to be Poisson processes. -1

5. Generation of source and destination PE addresses are uniformly distributed

over the range of values specified by the number of PEs in the network.

6. Messages are assumed to be single packets in length. I
7. The unit of measure for determining the average message delay and throughput ,

of the network is the packet cycle time. This is the time that it takes a packet

to move from tie front of a queue. through its corresponding switch. and arrive -

at the queue associated with the next point (switch) in its routing scheme. For

all simulations, the packet cycle time is normalized to I unit.

8. Network outputs can process messages faster than the messages can be ge,,.r-

ated. This insures that the output device will not be a bottlen, k.
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9. Message buffers are infinite in length. The rate in which packets arrive at thec .p,._

input queues is controlled by a Poisson process. This arrival rate determine-JI

the relative load on the network along with the average and maximum size of '..

the crossbar switch queues necessary to store the arriving packets for a giveii1

rate. Packets entering these buffers are transmitted on a first-come-first-s .rv,

basis (FIFO).

4. 1 Formulation of Ntwork Modcs

The focus of this investigation is to determine how two network performanc,.

parameters, message delay and network memory costs compare for dissimilar in-

terconnection networks. Specifically, by comparing these parameters for the mesh.

single stage cube and multistage cube interconnection networks, the desirability of'

one network over another can be determined for an arbitrary network size at various

loads. Recalling from Chapters 2 and 3, the switching element most commonly used

for connecting autonomous processors is the crossbar switch. Since current tech-

nology allows for implementations of crossbar switches to be as large as 32-bv-32

[Szv86]. modeling an interconnection network using crossbar switches appears fea-

sible and realistic. Using the crossbar switch as a focal point, the networks to be

investigated have a common starting point in the modeling effort.

4.4.1 Tht Allocation Probhrn As aforementioned, the tool used to solve this

investigation is SLAM 1I [Pri86]. This versatile language allows the user to dch'i,

models with the intricacy and diversity limited mainly to tie designer's abililies. Io

support the basic language. SLAM allows the designer to write code in Fortran t,

perform tasks that may not be normally supportable.

The initial approach to modeling the three interconnection networks is to ex-

aminre a relativelyv smnall network with the smallest crossbar switchl available. A c
6il-PE multistage cubev network which uses 2-bv-2 crossbar switches Is chosen as t Ii

53. I
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starting point of the modeling effort. The first obstacle to overcome is the instailia -

tion of code for modeling a set of parallel and autonomous processes. Two metlhod-

existed: for an N-PE system, instantiate the create process for messages N tines.

which would cause a massive duplication of code: or use an interarrival rate whi.-

would allow the .\ processes to be simulated using one message creation 110d. 'h1,-

latter technique is chosen. By allowing the interarrival rate to be a Poisson process.

mathematically the aggregate of the interarrival rate can be decomposed to provid,

the rate necessary to model the N parallel processes.

Using this type of interarrival rate provides the possibility to model a nel W"

of arbitrary size by modeling how one entity (message) flows through the network.

This further allows for a simulation such as [Oe82. to be reduced from thousand..

of lines of code to less than one hundred. Bv resolving the parallel code instantiatioi

problem, this investigation proceeds by examining the next major obstacle. modelin'-

the entry and removal of entities (packets) from the crossbar switch input queues.

This process turns out to be one of most time consuming arid thought provokin •

aspects of this investigation.

To appreciate the solution to the problem of entity entry and removal fr,, a'

switch queue, it is necessary to explain the trials and errors associated with oltainiMiQ,

the solution. In the networks that are to be modeled, three important pieces of

information are absolutely necessary: where the packet was coming from: to which

queue would the packet be routed: and to which outgoing channel would the packet

be routed. Using mathematical relationships to be discussed in the sections related

to each particular network, the above three requirements are obtainable. Still to

be resolved is the allocation of an available channel and the reallocation the san--

channel when it is applicable. •

Understanding the allocation problem encountered requires additional infor-

mation on how the SLANI processor works and description of the SILAM .\\V.II . I

node. RESOVIW(('E block and F"EIFI node. In SLAM. all cents that occur a-,,,,i-

7"- 5'
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ated with entity (packet), from creation time to final termination, are scheduled on.

an event calendar. This event calendar is a doubly linked list with the capabilit V

of being scanned forward and backward. V"hen an e,''itv is created. statistics are-

kept on that entity as it flows through the network. Any waiting that the entity -

encounters (i.e.. queueing time) is also kept in the statistics associated with the eni-
S S

tity arid the file corresponding to the queue the entity entered. The event calea"dar

is increnented only through the use of an activity which specifies the duration -f a

particular event such as the packet cycle t inle.

(ritical to this investigation is tile control of the communication chawn l> 1w

tween crossbar switches. Physical implementations allow one packet to be using a

channel at any instance of time. Subsequent requests for the channel will be granted

only when tlie channel is free. Packets requesting a busy channel must be queued 0

or dropped from the system in accordance with the packet disposition algorithms-"

described in Chapter 3. Initially. the SLAM RESOURCE block appears to 1e the

best method for modeling the channels connecting the crossbar switches. A RE-

SOURCE block allows the designer to specify the capacity of the resource and whicli

files (queues), if any. should be polled when the resource is available. Used in co-"

junction with a R{ESOURCE are the AWAIT and FREE nodes. As an entity flo-,

through the network, it can enter an AWAIT node requesting access to a part icular '

RESO'RCE. If the RESOUICE is available, the entity seizes a specified nunlir

of units of the requested RESOI('E (in the case of the networks to be simulated

one | nit of a particular resource was t lie capacit y) arid procee-ds to a service act Iit •

which increments the event calendar and the entity's tinie in the system. lre service,

activity specifies the duration of the event simulated. ' poncomplet 1 ii of t lic serv,

activity, the entity flows into a FREE node which deallocates a specified mml er "

units of the seized t ESOURCE. Once the RI'SOI'A(WE has been deallcated. \ .-

automatically checks if any requests for the ESl'."()lUP('F haye not I eein filled . -1 hi,

(lone by keeping a list of what files (queues) wanted access ti tlie IIE!S)' E 1w'he 4
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it wias busy. If requests are waiting. this list Is used to determine which en'lvy wil!

* be allowed to allocate thfe R ESOL - RC next SLAM t hien SCalns the filf- c>~ J1il

with the resource declaration in the order specified by tile declarationl statenwli. A

anl example, cons ier thle following code.

RESOtJRCE/1, CHANI( 1) ,113, 121;

%

AWAIT(QUE=65,128) ,CHAN/1;

ACT/1,1;

FREE,CHAN/1;

The above code declares a resource named CILANI. which has a capacl~y o!'

one Unit and a SLAM file number equal to 1. Two files (queues) associated with

('IANI are 113 and 121. This declaration tells SLAM that files 113 and 121 are

the files to examine in that ordcr when CIIANI is requested. Previous to anl el'i 11

flowing into thle AWA\IT' node. values are assigned to Q LiE and CHA:\N to curresp ,ii I

with the input queue of a crossbar swit ching element and the out put chan ni 1li

le crossbar switch to the next input queue in the ent ityvs routing path.i Assimict

that QUE =113. and CHAN= I (indicating Cl-AN 1 is requested). WhenU all ent tv 0

flows into the AWA IT node, if C'HAN I is busy thlen) tile eiitit v isstored III file I 13. It'

('IA NI is free. t hen t he en tityv seizes CHIA N]1. whIiichi locks ou t su 1 suluenl tceylt~

and then performs thle fol lowiniig act ivity \( I /l.l. TIis activity tell, III'. SLI..

,5 G



Processor that the next event for this particular entliyi to be scheduled one timel

uinit In the futuire. After oneC tinme u1nit has expired the entity flows into the FL

node where the deallocation and reallocation of CIIANI is determined. If additional

requests for CIIANI are present. file 113 Is first checked and then 121 for requestors.

A.s long as requestors exist in file 113. file 121 will neve ecekd Frteproe
I -e be heckd. Frt h purose

of t los investigation, the sequential manner in which the SLAM processor polled the

fle> assouciated with a RESOURCE proves Inadequate. This is due, in) large part. to

hc physical operation of the crossbar switclh.

In the physical operation of the crossbar switch, one method of deterniriri

chalI nl allocation Is the longest - wait Ing- first schemne. InI each of the F I FO) i1p it

queue,,. the first packet is polled to determine if the packet desires the free channel.

-Ihe oldest packet of the ones waiting for it particular channel is then chosen for

removal from its queue and allowed to traverse the channel, blocking others wait moI
mutild its traversal IS COT1plete. This is the desired app~roach for Implement at ion in the

ALLOC subroutine. Conferring with Pritsker arid Associates Technical Consltant-

Tlri7' . assurance was given that this type of implement at ion was possible but th1w

present ly. there Ii d not exist dlocu meritat ion of attemipts to perform thiis cornle\ cf

anl al locat ion schemn e u sing thle Al.LOC routine arid h ESO R C Es.%J

At each cro sbar S witclh. the niumbe r of in put queuies to thle sw itclh are de-

peni (let uipoli thle niumi ber of 111's in the net work an d thle tyvpe of interconnectionl

nietwork modeled. lo model the phvsical operat ion of allocating a channelC from11 OLI

ofniaii npl quus an alternati1ve to the sequent jal Tii(tliu( of file pulling, is oll-itlt

Thle S L A N processor prov ides to thle user t lw possibhilityv for iier defi ned a I l( al I

schemes .-ia the ALLO(' subroutinle. TIs Ior radihutiilluWA orruup

allocation schemes which are normally not supportod hyv the SI.AM NIproce-osr.0

Pursuing t he (harinel allocatilon schieiie u1 in1' thet A1 A W })'suiruoItlr11;! .

1hat this routinef l1e (ale'd each 1t11 WWiiui of the follo%% ili.g tVo (cj&' u (ICii". 1 h 1! 1

ALJ isl Calledh Aliein an cit it\ ai vc at an .\WA\ I Isl aild >s, llv liso! rt
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entity arrives at a FREE node. This adds extra burdens on the designer to insure.

that the correct logic is executed when ALLOC is called. The implementation of the

logic associated with the call to ALLOC at an AVAIT node is relatix lv straight

forward. If the channel is free and the queue in which the arriving entity is associated -

with is empty, let the entity seize the RESOURCE and pass through the AWAIT

node. If the RESOURCE is busv or the input queue is not empty, then file thi

incoming entity in the appropriate queue. The complex portion of this allocation.

scheme occurs at the FREE node.

At the FREE node. ALLOC is called to determine if an allocation can he

made. For this portion of ALLOC, the determination of the oldest entity waiting for

the channel to be freed is to be made. While the designer is allowed to manipulate

the SLAM files to extract the oldest waiting entity, the unsolvable part of this al- 0

location comes from the inherent limitations of SLAM and the sequential polling of

the files associated with the RESOURCE declaration. For an entity to flow througl-

the network, the entity's attributes must reside in the ATRIB buffer. This buffer

contains the attributes of the entity which is currently traversing the network. The-"

attributes remain in the ATRIB buffer unti the entity's traversal is forced to sto l1

due to a QUEUE. AWAIT. or FREE node. At any of these nodes, the attributes of

the arriving entity are filed in the appropriate file with the ATRIB buffer assuming"

the attributes of the entity whose rank is one and resides in the first nonempty file

associated with the corresponding RESOURCE block. The fatal error with attempt-

ing to use ALLOC to solve the allocation problem is that if the olde.t entity that 5

requests the channel is not the same entity as the one placed in the AVRIt buffer. . -

then one of two situations can occur. First, any attempt to place the oldest entity iII

the ATRIB buffer results in the loss of the entity whose attributes previously resided

in the ATRIB buffer Second, realizing that the oldest entity and the entity in the,'

ATRIB buffer do not match, the designer of ALLOC informs the SLAM ro,,., :. -

that no allocation can be made. This second situation calisr the SI..L\l tproce-,r-

5's.....
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to attempt another allocation by calling ALLOC a subsequent time. If the clt itie

do not match, the processor attempts to free the RESOURCE associated with the

entity in the ATRIB buffer causing an error to occur in deallocating a RESOURCE

that had not been allocated. Exhausting possible '*tricks'* to fool the SLAM proce>- i
sor into allocating the oldest entity via ALLOC. and due in large part to the time(

factor involved with this investigation, an entirely different approach is considered(

in attempting to solve the allocation-deallocation problem.I

44.2 The A4llocation Solution Abandoning the attempt to model the tiet-

works via the use of RESOURCEs, the method pursued, with the solution followilf,

is to discretely code the actions of the AWAIT and FREE nodes in an EVENT

lation with the exclusion of the event calendar file. WVhen an entity flows into ali

EVENT node, its attributes remnain in the ATRIB buffer through the entire opera-%

tioii of the logic associated with the EVENT node. This aids in the solution of the

allocati]on -deal lo cat ion problem since the switch input queues and outgoing channels

are attribt-based calculations which are carried by the entity as it flows through

the network. Ised iii conjunction with the EVENT node, is the ENTER node. which

alu>fu leciv entity' entry in to the network. The basic function of the EVENT

nodeI( i, to, det e-i e thle oldest waiting entity and allow for its placement into the

network by the E.NTIER node. The algorithm flowchart for the EVENT node is

showi i%-ij i~ 1 .

In place of the RESOURCE block used to model the inter-switch box commu-

nication channels, are attribute-based ACTIVITIES. Each ACTIVITY is uniquely.

definied by an Integer number ranging from one to the number of channels in the net-

work. Much like the RESOURCE, an ACTIVITY can be accessed and held I)%- only-

one entity for the duration specified by the ACTIVITY. Unlike thle HESOU lWFl;

the ACTIVITY has 110 automatic reallocat ion process: it is released] at thle end ofI

the t irne interval specified In the AC(TI1V\ITY stat ement and] is free to h e mees(, l Iv

%,
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any entity requesting it. For this investigation, using the ACTIVITY to niodel the

channel proves to be the ideal solution.

4.5 The Multistage Cube Nctwork Modl

The multistage cube interconnection network was chosen as the first network

to be modeled due to the need to compare and validate the simulation results with'

previously published research [DiJ81, KrS83]. These results will be discussed in

detail in Chapter 5.

Throughout the modeling of the three chosen interconnection networks, mathe-

matical relationships were sought for the appropriate network parameters. Achieving-

these types of relationships allowed for the source code to be compact and easy to

follow logically. Along with the use of mathematical relationships, the use of Poisson

interarrival rates allowed the SLAM source code needed to simulate an arbitrarily

sized multistage cube network to be less than 50 lines. Figure 4.2 shows the SLAM-

graphic representation of the multistage cube network.

Associated with each generated entity (message) is a set of nine attributes

which distinguish the network entities. These attributes are defined as follows:

1. ATRIB(1): the time of entry into the system 0

2. ATRIB(2) alias SRCE • the source address

3. ATRIB(3) alias DEST the destination address

4. ATRIB(4) alias STAGE : the present stage

5. AfRIB(5) alias QUE the input queue of a crossbar switch ]

6. ATRIB(6) alias CHAN the outgoing channel number

7. ATRIB(7) alias BITS : the indicator bits that are passed to the EVENT node
to determine the queues that should be scanned at a particular crossbar switch

8. ATRIB(8) alias INTIME : the time an entity enters the EVENT node ]

9. ATRIB(9) alias DUMMY : dummy flag attribute for entering the EVENT node

Also associated with the network simulation are thre global variables. These

variables are used througliout the simulation witi their values remaining statli 0

60
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1. XX(1) the number of input queues at a crossbar switch

2. XX(2) the number of routing tag bits that must be examined for each pass
in USERF(1)

3. XX(3) : number of nodes in the network

Each simulation begins with the creation of a packet at time zero and tlor,.

after at a rate specified by the Poisson interarrival times. Upon creation, a packet is

assigned a source-destination address pair based on an uniform distribution whosc

range of values is restricted by the number of nodes in the network. Next. the packet's

appropriate attributes are assigned a value for the present stage and the initial input

queue. The packet continues to flow into a sequence of statements which assign and

reassign values to the outgoing channel, the present stage and the input queue to

the next stage. This sequence constitutes a loop which steps the packet through

the network toward its destination. The packet exits the loop when it reaches its

destination. At this point, statistics are gathered on the packet's time in the system. %

Within the loop is the packet flow control, the EVENT node. The EVENT S

node controls the number of stages that a packet is allowed to flow through unre

stricted before it must be stopped and filed in the appropriate queue.

4.5.1 Packet Routing in th( Mu1ltstagc Cub( Modrl As described in Chapter

" the packet routing in a multistage cube interconnection network is deterministic.

For each stage in the network, address lines are grouped at switch boxes accordin-.

to the C'ub(, function. For example. at stage 3. of a 16-node network, addrcs i1 1(]

0 and 8 are grouped together in a 2-by-2 crossbar switch. The routing to the next.

stage is dependent upon the source-destination pair and the routing alg,,it hni uscd

(XOR or destination routing).

Of particular importance in determininig the outgoing chan nel ;ire the Current

stage number, the bits to be examined in the address, the size of the cross4,al ,wi'h""

(i.e.. 4 for a 4-by- 1). and the sou rce dest i nat on ad!,lres', pair. Iniplement iii, t lit, (]t
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ing algorithm in SLAM requires that the algorithm be discretely coded ini For-trai;.I

SLAM supplies to the user, a function USERF. which allows for decision inodchlI (. i

which is not supported by the basic constructs. Using USERY and ATRIB5iK tile

equation for the outgoing channel is given by:

CHIAN QUEt LJFl (4.1

USERF(1) determines, the relative position of the outgoing channel based oin

the relative position of the input queue where the packet is currently residing and the

destination address. These relative positions are determined by examiniing part iculan

bits of the source and of the destination addresses. Thle range of values for thle relIative 2=
posit ions is limited by the size of the crossbar swit ch. Once the relative positlollS

have been determined. USERF returns a value to CHlAN based onl the follow1nn-

equat ion.

USERF (d-.stnatIO71rP- sourc(rp) x ( ,.Izs29 )(42

-here

dcstinationrP is the relative position of the destination address.

sourcc, is the relative p osit ion of the source address.

.?z-( is the crossbar switchi size

,,tag( is thle current stage numbher.

Once the outgoing channel is determined, thle c alcuilat ion of the 111put1 ylw

at thle next stage call be riadle. U sing an internal numbering relationl~ii;. the iic

queue number at the next stage i, equal to the out g'jnn chiannIel fninlihe fIlW

previous stage. BY numbering In this nliniffer,1.% nl 1v oncahulat iou h~a' to, 1Whe "O

for a ny channel -queue pair.
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4.6 The Single Stage Cube Network Model

Using an approach similar to the one used in modeling the multistage cube iII-

terconnection network, the simulation code for the single stage cube interconnection .'

network of arbitrary size is compact and modular. The SLAM graphic representat iol

is shown in Figure 4.3.

As in the multistage cube interconnection network, the single stage cube mule'!

has nine attributes associated with each entity (packet) that is placed in the netwol 'K.

These attributes are: S

1. ATRIB(1) : the time of entry into the system

2. ATRIB(2) alias SRCE the source address

3. ATRIB(3) alias DEST • the destination address

4. ATRIB(4) alias BOX : crossbar switch number

5. ATRIB(5) alias PSRCE : previous source number

6. ATRIB(6) alias CHAN : outgoing channel number

7. ATRIB(7) alias QUE : the input queue number S

8. ATRIB(S) alias INTIME time entity enters EVENT

9. ATRIB(9) alias DUMMY dummy flag for EVENT node

Also. four global variables are needed for the simulations. These varial ie>

rernain static throughout the simulations and are d, . 1 as follows:

1. XX(1) the network size

2. XX(2) • the size of the crossbar switch

3. XX(3) : the number of channels in the network

4. XX(4) bit counter for t'SERF(2) and VStRIt- "1

The creation of packets into the network is controlled by a Poisson proces>.

Once created, packets are assigned source-destination addresses based oin a unifrin"

(listribution over the range of the number of processor in the network. The assiL11-

nient of the initial input queue follows the source-dest Inat ion ass]gnnt-, lllwi(,,
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these initial assignments, the packet enters a section of code which steps the pick, i

* through the network toward its destination node. In this section. the outgoing chiati-

nel, the next intermediate source and the next input queue are deternined. If()\%-

far an entity proceeds through the network is determined in the EVEN'I node de-

scribed previously in Section 4.4. When an entity reaches its destination. statiti,-

are collected on the total time the entity spent in the network. The entity iV t11t4,1

terminated and removed from the system.

* 4.6.1 Packt Routing in the Singlf Stag Cubt Mod t Recall from ('lip;,:,.:

2. that in an rn-dimension single stage cube interconnection network, each proce-(>, , 'l'

is- connected to m other processors b\ the Cube, interconnect ion function. -1 11"

reqtliires that the crossbar switch at each node be of size ?n 1. Otice a ptackc i,

placed at a node, a routing algorithm must be enmloved to move the packet to thec

next node in the routing path. The Intel iPSC uses a "'hardwired'" method AI"itO"

of routing using one of seven local area network (LAN) channels to move the packt

from one node to the next. A particular output channel is dependent utvi l i, ,

lurreliit node and the next node in which the packet is to be routeld.

MathematicallY. the routing algorithm of the il SC performs an exclusive-,,r ,.

t , -urce-dest nat lion addresses and then scans le resultant bits uT i1 it etncolilers c ]0

a Ioe ic 1. The I.AN channel to be used is the bit position of the firt I eincouiiiilc e..

whel scanning from least significant bit to most significant bit. Iraiismitti., Ili-

packe't along the chosen LAN chainiel places the packet at a new sir, ludic. hc] r

tie' above proce>s is repeated until the new source is equal to the final (, st i1li, ,

add rv.

The above routing algorithni is used in the simlatioh- of the sineg stai.1

cuilbe interconnect ion network models. Besides having to know (t ie c,,1llinlicatil-

hanriel, knowintt lhe new source and tle new inpult (1luci are al,, neded. These

parameters are iVyeTlv t , lie following equal ,ns:
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CHAN = SIZE x SR('E -(SIZE -3)1-USERFi i2.

SC'E =USERF(3) L

QL'E =SIZE x SRCE + 2± USEIW(4) V

%%here SIZE is the size of the crossbar switch

USERF(2), USERF>3). arid USERF(4) are user written Fortran functions.

VSERF(2) returns a value bet weni -I a(I S,'IZL- 2blasedionl t h Lit wI% 11C CI!'', e

or of the source- destiiMat ion addresses and the occurrence of a 1 i Ill pw '>ii 1

i. W\hen the source and destinatilon adldreses are Ilie SaITe, at I I- !re! I!

ISFF(2) Indicating that the packet has reached it (destiniationl. If ticw wii,, it,

dress does not equal the (lest inat ion add ress. a positive value correspodL i01 (1 1

hbi posit ion of tilie first 1 encountered Is returnled by VKS V RF 2i

lI S E R1: 3 ( dltri IIiives t lie, nex t node I Ii thei rout IlIIg( Seqlllie. Allpiua

simiilar to the one iise'( III ISERI'(2) is uisedi ill I'SERF(:i A C~tle(X(I pl\

11 perfornied onti e sotirce- dest Mat Ion addresst pair withI the Lb 'it )O1 in hc the

1 enicounrtered recorded. I lie next niode is t hien (let erini iied Ie I n %-w f tI f, .a

o o

.\\ I NOt"I) .'4oirc( 2c- .'ol~r( < (b *4jillatoci

NX7N)D . OUI"C 2- swf('f if T/ ti~

I wherec bp is th It p IIosItI iu o f the f Irt I e IIcoutre I S ,1

SER F( I. it: p;1IIaNt. caLcee Ih wIpilpu (11eue1 lt Ie new sI u, I

* ~~~prtit hl i, 1L1ien 11 1" 1 l 2, excpt t IP1 ret uruh tt' ~ ie '> I



SIZE -2. These three VSERF functions used I n conjunrct jun1W wth1 thei cu rren t ewci-

attribts gIe mathemiatical relationships for the parameters needed insiniiuat r.'

the single stage cube network. This allows for the simulation of arbitrary sizcd III -

,works with little change necessary to the SLAMN source code and no chant, iti !it,

Fort ran functions or subroutines.

I~7ll( AU sh N( Oork .A!odf

T he t hirdl Int ercon nect ion net work modeled in this n ivest iga lonl is t lit iii& IV\

iciel type iietwtork. 'I lie I1liac IV differs fromi a iiesh rttwtir Ii t hat hI Il

viliiwits that lie onl the edges, of the network are conneIcted~ to other eiho' p1 'w

(,It tIts i a 'wrap-arouild rIannerI (lescr7ibie bV tOe fOur lli( IV 1111h0D ut Iti',I(1':1

fiiit I oiis defiriedIl ii Ch'lapter 2. .-V wit h t he miull ist ae -(,t, cu ~ iltercoilu II, (IIIi hItI 'At ''

ailil t lie- slingle st avge (tihe linterconnectilonl net work. th li i1ac IV net work iie~ ,

,it (lies, for t he In tercon nect ionl of processinrg elein s. \here. t lhe liii ai l\ neft W r

ihitfers from the other two networks. is in thle size of lt- switch. Iii t1e I IVc1

.T wo%%rk. lilhe size of T he crossbar switch Is fixed at 5-1lv -) for all% si/citW PKI.

I......: Lxi diie to The struct ure of lite t\h tpe net work, where ali% 1ll)1 .:(,(

,!":uul t is1, (Ii l ci Iie tet to four iTwighibiriug- rm'Ii l l~i t iue cl.l wi ."

-1lite SI.:\1 mo)delIii at lpriachli for Ite Illia, 1\ lilt ercoiiuect l nt .v

tuhtit cal t o the- approach u1lsed )in lo f-1 nilei l te "Il it'~h st a cubTe iJitlef I,iii T 1,

h1It % irk .\li ent it attributes anti global XX \ariahle, are delined i: tlil <,

nT'i.ter as in the slingle stave cubec nodetl. j h1 tw,,, ecnuetolnt ~Vltt

11 ercrspectie lint er onn Iect ionl function im1plemencltations.

4he pake roiltiL n th leo a ti tinIntwork1m- is1 perfirn I i hIt ll\' I I I ;j! 11.:

0

+ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i Iep cktrutIi ,nIlt l cI il (A sp~ frjj('1,pll J i, II

11 s r w i II e FO -t rl II f 11 11IT F k 's I I I I
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fu nctions return values to tire following t hree equations to det ermiTW HeC %i 1

*channel. the next source node. and the inlput queue numbiier at the niext son ~c 11 0t

C HAN SIZE x SRCE -(SIZE -31 t. ERFOI

S RCE U'SE RF(5)

QUL' SIZE x SRCE + 2-i (+ER fit 7.

The user written function USERF( 5) determines the next node In theo ruu i .21

;equence. This is done b% first performing the four HIIac IV inecnetIn

* t ions to deterine if the current node is directly connected to the destinatil Jun nde.

If a direct connectin exists. then the niew source niode assumes th~e value of the,

(jest ination node address. If the current node is not directly connected to the destl

nation node. then USERF(5) returns a value for the new source node which is equa

to one of the four neighboring nodes. The neighboring node chosen is- de!ter1Iined,

from a set of rules whiichi finds the nmnmum difference between the destI mCT-io

arid each of thme four neighboring nodes of the current source niode. Ti1 i mI1!i,;.

* ~~~difffererice nue that the routinig pathi from auiv source to any(1't t .ti\

the shlortest path. III thme event that multiple shortest paths exi~t. t he ti!>!

pa-, -IieCOun t ered is thle one takeni.

1 he ouitgoig inlmIe inuatl ion T1C iadlnel aove anid ueI "Si I' 1 1(

1atf the relIative( postit 4 of1 teoutgoing ch~annel at the crossbhar sw%-iich, li 'd

I SII{r 5 'ISIRlI t6 first detcrimiiie, if a dIre( t cont I on01 eXIIIt> Iet\\t'Ci -,)IIIC

anid destiniati niodes. If the direct (lmnectiuli cxist . 1 SL-RFIt n 11

dicate that the pa, ket hia, reached it"' deI na in I lie i i r reit I!i I ii

Ipthe de-st nat1i nude. rc H - tiimr a value leme i d 31 M(ii;

iiilimcate, t he re-Lit ir pi)iiir (f th utciut ()III:e 1jIitt ;!lteu'lm



V1I.I'l 1- 7 P, ii l to as',ist In te li al, utl iii (if the inipit (pienic l1It . ill

t, e\ t scurt 11,lt (r()'" har F %I I tr lt fii Itt i' I (1 11it hIt ii I t o I~I R t ,Xtt T

the range of valuue, rctliutic i himit frtttnH iit)' 3 11( 1ii ve. V1I-I Li I~TIt.

relative position of the input (piue a-t the TwXI iuir t' (,T (It ar v. ilh.

~I IIu ItIII, chat cr.( t he( Iilit I\~o~. m itru lit frmulm et v I l i, i lil i h i i t It,,m

11 Cal 11 4f t it, I I r k t Ixaiin a I I t I ItI II S L.\N I di~te Ia tuut t

T (.,- t~I I ITw t IeI performna rve of one nietwork vcr -i th I if it ." iSiI

til te avnrav,- title that a packet speid~ iii thme network. 'lliilprf it

mcti-imirc i ~ui'etid lilt eail iI Chiapter .
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05. Network Simulation. Validation, and Pecrformance Compais.4OnS

5.1 Introdu c/io7

This chapter presents the simu1.lation, validation, and comparisons of tIIe t liri

interconnection networks modeled in Chapter 4. Section 5.2 presents a discuission o

the time and machines required to perform the net work sinmulationIs along wit1I, th[

techniques used to ensure valid statistical representationscofthe network mnodel>, T io'

net work validation procedures are discussed in Section 5.3. The dIelay characterl-t11

of each network are presented in Section 5.4. 1In this section. individual e wr

delay characteristics are examined. The delay characteristics of the three net wort

* are compared and evaluated in Section 5.5. Network buffer requirements aionL, %wl

he nieliorv costs of each network are also presented in Section *5..

.2 .\ tno rk AModt 1 .iimulao ons

'I Illis In vest igat ion consists of four phases: the niet work modeliL, ii I,,t ii %,.,1

sirimlation011. the neft work validations, and( th le rformiance e naio f It, It"

Nwkrk, mIodeled. Having (hiscu"sed phlae onle III Chlapter 4. phlase>, t wo. threew. i

flir relliaili. This sectionl presents the approach takei inI simnulatingt the the Ii:

ctnnection niet work mfodlels,.

InI attempt ig any large ,cale siilto.((lie of th lm iajor (oi('rl1, i' i:

>Idcred is if tle fadilitwe> arc capa1le fof Supporting the >irtiilatiloll. 111is i 1:,1, 1 K

ibeliceved to be the first at AFLI to1( attenipt 511(1 it large secalecriua r

the s i mulat ion language S .A NI. fItn odeli rg the int ercon nectilon nietworks, ch1: il itn.

wide range of nrioI(rv requirenjeiits are neededI. Al so. the processi iv wleE , III"

machine is critical In a t in-const rained ilvetia It T i 111ti> uhf> III 0 Y .

het# anticipated lua'iing (Ei the YVstc'lll (1114. to, other iitr,1 i fl It va1ii I]r~'

these factors are juc> that 111111 )erwein lie 1-d lto0trtictle
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For the network models to be simulated in this investigation, only one ra-

chine is available to best handle the issues raised above. The ICC, an Elxsi su- -

per minicomputer-class machine, provides the real and virtual memory requirement.

processing speed and system load capable of supporting simulations where tens of

thousands of SLAM files are used. The IWC is a duai processor machine which has

processor speeds of 6 and 12 nip,: (million instructions per second). Virtual and

real memory storage is capable of handling concurrent processes on the order of 50"

Megabytes. The processing speeds of the icc are 7 and 15 times faster than the Vax-

class machines previously used for SLAM simulations. This results in simulation

turnaround times being reduced from cpu hours to cpu minutes.

To get a "feel" for the size of the simulations to be performed. it is necessary
A to give a few of the parameters that are specific to a given simulation. To simulate 0

any job in SLAM, certain parameters must be specified prior to the simulation. For

example, associated with a SLAM job is the Fortran subroutine MAIN. In MAIN..

the network size parameters are defined and memory allocated according to 'Itese

definitions. These parameters range from the arrays which contain the attributes of

every entity that enters the network, to arrays which specify the maximum nu:..ber

of files, activities, and resources allowed by the latest configuration of the SLM\I

executable code. One of the most important set of arrays are the NSET,QST.-

arrays. The NSET/QSET arrays specify the array sizes that must be "set aside"

to store the attributes of the entities which enter the network. Refer to [PriS61, for

a in-depth eyplanation of NSET/QSET and its value derivations. For the largoel 0

networks to be simulated, the NSET/QSET arrays are set to 8,000.000. This in tur"

causes the network model's executable code to be approximately 35 Megalhyl , iII

size. Also of interest is the execution time required to simulate various size networks.

For networks comprised of 64 PEs, approximate simulation t;,os are on the order

,,f 1.7 cpu minutes. Large networks, simulating 1024 PEs r e cpu tines on t he

() ,f 40 cpu hours. The turnaround times of these network ,imulations are, to a
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large part, dependent on the load placed on the system by other users. Large jobs

take on average, 1 to 11 calendar days per simulation run.

Defining the network parameters to be investigated proves to be the first step

to be taken in simulat ing the interconnection network models. For tis investigation .

two network parameters are focussed upon: the average message delay and the buffer

memory cost requirements of each network. The average message delay is defined as

the time required by a message to traverse the network from input PE to output PE..-

The buffer memory cost is the product of the total number of buffers in the network.

the maximum buffer length (length required to ensure that 99/7 of the time that

the network is in operation, this length will not be exceeded), and the unit cost per

N ....
(

memory size (assumed to be constant at one unit for this investigation). ..

Upon defining the network parameters of interest, message delay curves for the

three networks must be generated. The generation of these curves proved to be time

consuming and tedious. For each of the curves to be generated, multiple simulation

curve. With each new iteration of the simulation, new seed values for the random

number generators must be given. These random number generators are used in

the generation of PE source- dest ination address pairs. Determining the number

of simulation runs associated with each data point is dependent upon the desired

accuracy and degree of confidence in the mean average message delay value obtained

from the multiple runs. In addition to determining the number of simulation runs

necessary for a given point, the number of points that are required to accurately

reflect the average message delay curve characteristics must be determined. These

two decision factors must be carefully researched, through pilot simulation runs, to

insure an accurate representation of the networks' delay characteristics are obtained.

Each delay curve that is obtained consists of five data points. This number

is chosen due to the reasons that follow. First, observed from the pilot s iimulationl

runs, the average message delays for the networks remain approximatcly constant for
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light to medium network loading (the loading factor is discussed below). This allows

for a minimal number of data points to be examined in these loading ranges. Thus. -

the emphasis of data point distribution can be placed in the area of the "knee" of

the message delay curve. The "knee" is the area of the curve where queueing delays

become more prevalent but not to include the portion of the curve where the network

is in saturation. Pilot simulation runs are required for each data point. These runs

are necessary to ascertain the steady-state delay value for a given load.

The steady-state condition of a system is when the system's operating char-

acteristics (in this case. the message delay) do not change over time. To reaclh

steady-state in a system, an initial "warm-up" period is needed to allow the system-

to reach the point of normal operation. SLAM has a built-in construct which aids

in determining the steady-state of a system. Using the MONTR, SUMRY state- 0

ment, a "snap-shot" of the system parameters of interest can be obtained for any

desired time interval. The steady-state condition is determined by analyzing the

intermediate summary reports produced by the MONTR. SUMRY statement. Once

the determination of the time required by the system to reach steady-state has been

made, a second SLAM construct can be used to clear the statistical values of the net-

work that have been kept prior to the steady-state condition. The MONTR, CLEAR

statement allows the designer to clear the SLAM statistical arrays at a specified time

into the simulation.

Simulations of the network models require that each network be operating in
the steady-state region prior to obtaining the delay curve characteristics. Therefore.

each network simulated requires the iterative process of performing time "'snap-shots'" .

of the system and clearing the statistical arrays once the steady-state simulation time

has been determined. This requires exorbitant amounts of CPU time to determine

the network steady-state point for each of the three networks examined and the

five data points associated with each average message delay curve for a particular

network.
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Two approaches exist in determining the number of simulation trials necessary

to ensure validity of the results obtained. The first approach, a mathematical one. -

requires that the desired confidence interval be specified which will result in the de-

termination of the number of simulation runs necessary to obtain this interval. The

second approach is to choose the number of simulation runs to make and allow the ".

confidence interval to directly result from this choice. The latter approach is chosen

for this investigation. Three independent simulation runs are made for each data

point used to coi~struct the average message delay curve for a particular network

model. Resulting from these three simulation runs are a set of three average res-

sage delay values which are to be used in calculating the mean message delay for a

particular load that is placed on the network. The standard deviation arid variance

is then calculated from the mean value. Using three simulation runs per data point. S

the variance from the mean message delay proves to be reasonably small. For lightly

loaded networks (i.e., negligible network queueing), the variance from the mean is '"i
less than 2/ while for heavily loaded networks, the maximum variance is 9c7 from the
mean. These values indicate, with a high degree of confidence, that the mean mes-

sage delay values obtained accurately represent the model simulated. These mean

message delay values are used for comparison against previously published works to 1 4

determine the validity of the network models.

5.3 Nttwork Modcl Validation

As with any" modeling effort, a major concern is determining the validity of

the model. Two methods exist: compare simulation results with analytic models:

or compare simulation results against previously published works. In validating the

multistage cube network and single stage cube network models, the latter approach

is chosen.

Ideally, when comparing one's models with previously published works, the op-

crating environments of the networks compared should be equivalent to one another.
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This gives the basis for accurate comparisons without having to translate network

0 parameters which may differ. Unfortunately, a direct comparison does not exist for

the results obtained from the networks modeled for this investigation and the results

obtained in previously published works. The major difference in modeling techniques

lie in the manner in which messages are generated and presented to the network.

In the works of [DiJ81, DaS86, AbP86. tsY87]. a discrete time message gener-

ation rate is assumed. By this, the probability of a processor generating a message

in a given cycle directly correlates to the message generation rate. If a PE's input0 0

buffer to the network is empty, then the PE generates a mcssage with probability m 

[DiJ81]. For example, a generation rate of 100% corresponds to each PE generating

a new message packet every time cycle its input buffer is detected to be empty. Con-

trolling the probability of message generation thus controls the load which is placed ]

on the network.

An alternative approach to defining the message generation and network satu-

ration rates in terms of continuous time generation processes is implemented in this

investigation. Using an infinite buffer model, the restriction is removed of having a

processor's network input buffer empty before the generation of a new message is

allowed. This aspect of the model enables the effects of network congestion to be

more accurately reflected in the operation of the overall system. Previous work is

based on the observation that a heavily loaded network does not empty all of its -.

input buffers immediately and, as a result, "cut-off" the arrival of new messages.

The time that the inputs are cut-off is not included in the published packet delay 0

statistics. The approach taken in this investigation serves to decouple the state of

the network and message generations. Therefore, packet delay statistics for heavily

• loaded networks reflect both normal network queueing delays and the delay incurred

waiting to enter the network (a measure of the time the PE is idled in previous

work). Note that, in either approach, the network congestion and the generation .1
process are effectivelv decoupled under light loading conditions when the network's
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input buffers would rarely block the arrival of new messages. In the network models

created for this investigation, any message that is generated is queued in the input

buffer associated with the generating PE if blockage occurs or is allowed to proceed

to the next network buffer in route toward its specified destination PE.

To make an accurate comparison of the average message delay times prod ucc, I

in this investigation to the delay times presented in previously published works, a

correlation of the message generation rates used is needed. This correlation proves

to be an approximation due to the subtlities of modeling differences in the networks .

in [DiJ81 KrSS3. AblP86. DaS86, tHsY87], as discussed above. In translating th(

message generation rates used in this investigation to closely match the rates of

the above named works, it is first necessary to compare the message delay curves

generated "in-house" to the delay curves presented in the previously published works. 0

By overlaying the curves of the respective networks, and observing the delay curve

trends, an approximate correlation of the message generation rates is established. As . -

a result, the approximate correlation is given as follows: for a discrete probability of

generating a message, 771, where rn=0.8, the corresponding message generation rate

used in this investigation is approximately 2N/3 messages/cycle, with N being the

number of PEs in the network: on the other end of the loading scale, where queueiing

is negligible, an in,=0.2 is approximately equivalent to N/8 messages/cycle.

5.3.1 Multistagc Cubc Network Validation Using the above correlation. a

comparison of the average message delay times for a 6-1-PE multistage cubc lijt-

work built with 2-by-2 crossbar switching elements serves as the validation base for

a multistage cube network of arbitrary N and crossbar switching element size. The

work of [KrS83] is chosen for the validation comparisons. Comparing the average

message delay values produced by the simulator to those of [KrS83), the average

message delay times differ by at most 6% in the case of a heavily loaded network.

Further validity of the model is gained by maximum buffer size comparisons with

[DiJ81]. For network loads corresponding to normal processor operating ranges (i.e., ]

4.-.._
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an aggregate message generation rate which ensures that the ratio of message scrvic..

rate to message generation rate does not cause network saturation). the maximuml-

network buffer sizes never exceed 6 packets in length. This implies, and is shown ill

[DiJ81], that infinite buffer length models can be used to model networks comprisd

of finite length buffers of small size. Deeming the 64-PE multistage cube netwr iK

model valid, models for N > 64 and crossbar switching element sizes greater than' 2-

b%-2 can also be deemed valid. This validation step is possible due to the maimer ill

which the network is modeled. Any extension in size of the network or its constituent

crossbar switching element sizes requires that only size parameters be changed a'i,

passed to SLAM. One Fortran module is used to model the operation of a crossbar

switching element. A change to the size of a crossbar switching element results ill

a change in the number of input buffers to the switch that must be examined. The

buffer scanning mechanism is logically identical for an arbitrary sized crossbar. Since

the size parameter variations only require extensions to modules validated for 2-by-2

switching element sizes, network models constructed using higher order switch sizes

may also be deemed valid.

5.3.2 The Single Stage Cube Netuork Validation The validation of the single

stage cube network uses portions of the results obtained in validating the multistage

cube network and also uses the work of [tlsY87] as its comparative base. In the

three interconnection networks modeled, each uses crossbar switching elements to

interconnect the system PEs. Based on the validation of the crossbar switching-"

element module, and the message generation correlations discussed above, direct

comparisons of the delay curves produced by the simulators are made with those

of [tsY87]. As with the multistage cube network. the validation base network size

is 64 PEs. Comparing the average message delay times for 0.2 < m < 0.8, the -

simulation results are approximately equivalent to those of [HsY87]. At rn9 > 0.8.

the differences between the delay times are approximately 10e/. C.-parisons of the

respective studies for N=256 and N=1024 show that the average it,, -age delay times
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are approximately equivalent up to m-,O.7. For rm. values above 0.7, the differt,-

are once again approximately 10e/. These delay value differences can be attrilr:'- S

to the difference in message generation approaches of [tHsY87] and the one u.,< ill

this investigation as discussed previously.

5.3.3 Tht Illiac IV Nftuork Validation The validation of the Illiac IV :.,

work extends from the validation of the two previously discussed models. As il ,

multistage cube and single stage cube networks, the Illiac IV network uses ,r..-

bar switching elements for inter-PE connections. The network inodhl olils \ di'- i: •

the interconnection of the PEs and the routing algorithm used in nwessave" p)t; -

Verification of the correctness of the crossbar switch implementation was,Irtsi,,

above. The verification of the PE interconnect ion and shortest path routitil r,

from extensive testing of the interconnection functions and the routing algorit K:.

Fortran programs serve as the base of the interconnection functions and rouw I..

algorithm testing. Iterative testing. in Fortran, using different source-destllli !-,I ,

address pairs, provides a valid initial approach in determining the accuracy of 11 ,

interconnection functions and the routing algorithm. A second testing method. , Ill,

SLAM TRACE construct, provides additional verification of the model.

5.4 Individual Network Performance

In modeling the interconnection networks, three network sizes are chosni f,r

implementation. N = 64. N = 256. and N = 1021. These network sizes are rcpr-

sentative of systems which are technologically implementable using current inicrk,-.

processor technology. In each of the multistage cube models, a choice exists for t-i.

size of crossbar switching element to be used in the network implementation. In the,

case of a 64-PE network, switch sizes of 2-by-2, 4-by-4, and 8-by-8 can be used in .

modeling the network. Multistage cube networks of size N = 256 and N - 102.1 can

also use multiple switch sizes in their respective implementations. For N 2.56, the,,
0possible sizes are: 2-by-2, 4-by-4, and 16-by-16 while for N = 102. " 1-.-2 4-by--I.
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and 32-bv-32 size switches can be used. Switch sizes greater than 32-bv-32 arc i,.'

technologically feasible at the present (due to integrated-circuit pin-out limitatiul-- -

arid are therefure not implemented for simulation. By varying the swit, i sizes. the

performance charact eristics resulting from these variations can be ob ,rve, . Ftr N

2., aiiu N = 102 1. crossbar switch sizes of 2-b"-2 are excluded fromn implerii e "

tation and evaluation due to the fact that the minimum message delays associate', ,..,

with each of the implementations are greater than those associated with e tli r.e"1

and single stage cube networks of equal size.

Figure .5.1 shows the faniily of average message delay curves associated wit

a ti-P-E multistage cube network. For comparative purposes, the delay curve for

a 61-bv-64 crossbar switch is included. Evident from this figure is the reduction ill

average message delay times as the size of the crossbar switch is increased. This is 0

due in large part to reduction in the number of stages that must be traversed by a

message as the crossbar switch size is increased. Also. as the crossbar switch size is

increased, the aggregate message arrival rate must be increased to drive the network

into saturation. This trend is in agreement with previous studies [PatSi. IrSS3

that have examined the effects of larger size crossbar switches. Similar effects caii

be observed for larger size networks of size N = 256. and N = 1024. Figures 5.2 an,!,.

05.3 display the average message delay curves for these larger networks.

Besides the differences in interconnection functions and routing schemes, sil-

gle stage cube network implementations differ from multistage stage cube network

implementations in that the crossbar switching element size is fixed for a chosen net- .

work size. Recall from Chapter 2, that for a m-dimension single stage cube network.

the crossbar switching elements that are used for inter-PE connections are of size"

(in+l)-by-(77il ). As an example, consider an 8-dimension single stage cutbe which 0

consists of 28 = 256 PEs and 256 crossbar switches. The size of the crossbar switch

needed for construction of this network is 9-by-9.

,.S;
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Since only one implementation exists for a given network size. the single st , ,"
• %°, ...

network performance i, discussed in the network conparisons which f,2,w. -

In the const ruction of an Illiac IV network, t lie crossbar sx Iit t, cl:,. ,, .,

is fixed at 5-by-5 for any allowable network size. Network sizes 11y v 1w th, > ,.

aiv integer value greater than 1. For tlie purpose> of conlpars0,t aso t aiT .-t I!:;

twI) networks modeled, the Illiac IV network is modeled for network ize> of -. ,-

and 322. A.-s in the case of the single stage cube model, only one i mplmhn'1emit1,:.

of th Illiac IV network exists for a given network size. Therefore. the perfurmlni "-"

disc u~iin of t lill imc IV network is presented in the section which follows.

.. .\t hoo Pt if,,rmiarc (' oinpa Ii.0 Till;,%

hi analyzinIg the results obtained from the three network simulatos, ce'rt, ..'.

trends appear constant as the sizes of the networks are varied. These trends. di>'-

cussed blow, allow for the discussion on the comparison and analysis of thle tlir,, '

net works to be focussed on one network size, where N 256. 0

Before a comparison of the three network Models' message delay chiaractr..

istics can be made. it is necessary to understand how the networks differ in tdi

minimal obtainable message delays. Using a fixed message cycle time (the picki

cycle time). which includes the processing time internal to the crossbar switch. til,'

minimal number of packet cycles that it takes a message to traverse the network i"

quantifiable. In the multistage cube network, the number of hops from the soulre

PE to the destination PE is dependent upon the number of stages in the network.

and is explicitly determined by the size of the crossbar switching element used in the

network. Consider a network supporting 256 PEs. For the 4-by-4 switching elciliei.

implementation. 4 hops are required to traverse the network with a minimunu delay 0

of 4 packet cycles (the delay will increase as a result of queueing actions within the

network caused by an increase in network load). For a 16-by-16 implementatiot.

2 hops and a delay of at least 2 cycles will be incurred by a message traversino

85
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the network. The minimum number of hops and packet cycles messages iIcur i.

network traversals becomes variable in the single stage cube and Illiac IV net wrl.

Ihe mrin;nmum number of hops and packet cycles a message requires in the sinh '-

stage cube and the Illiac IV networks are 1 and 2 respectivelv. PLs that are directly .

(onliected (via respective interconnection functions) are considered one hop distan."C"

away f om one another but require a minimum of two packet cycles to move througl

the crossbar switching elements associated with each PE. The maximum number of

hops required to route a message in the single stage cube network is dependent upon

the dimension of the network. For N = 256. the dimension of the cube is S. indicat-

ing that the worst case distance that must be traveled by a message is 8 hops. The

mininmum number of packet cycles required for the worst case distance is 9. which

is equal to the network dimension plus one. Similarly, in the Illiac IV network, the

worst case hop distance is VT and the minimum number of packet cycles required

for this worst case is \/V + 1. In both cases, N is the number of PEs in the network.

Shown in Figures 5.4. 5.5. and 5.6 are the average message delay curves for

networks of size N 64. N 256, and N 1024 at various loading levels. Figure .5.7!

is used for the discussion of the trends alluded to above. Note that for relative-;

light loading (i.e.. the aggregate message arrival rate of 2 packets/cycle). the

message delay for the single stage cube network and the Illiac IV new,,k

average of the sum of the minimum and maximum hop times. 5 anT -.

This is the lowest average delay time possible for message assignie .

addresses from an uniform distribution.

Evident from Figure 5.5 is the preference tf t hi :i. '

two networks for light to medium loading .\t I , ;

of N/2 packets/cycle, the single stage cu,' .

stage cube network constructed 1. If.

characteristics associa ,t fl wit ,.

in the saturalir i" . '
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the sizes evaluated. As the aggregate message arrival rate is increased, the networks

tend to saturate in the following order: the Illiac IV network, the multistage cube

network, and then the single stage cube network. Saturation occurs first in the Illiac

IV network due primarily to the greater average hop distance that messages must

travel in traversing the network from source PE to destination PE. For a given mes-

sage arrival rate, the larger hop distances experienced in the Illiac IV cause more

message to be in the network at any instance of time. This, in turn, causes increases

in message congestion resulting in increases in network queueing and greater average

message delay times. In the 64-PE and 256-PE networks, the average hop distances

that message travel are approximately double the hop distances of the single stage

cube network and in certain cases, four times the hop distances required in the multi-

stage cube network. This disparity in average hop distances becomes more profound S

as the network sizes increase. As a result, the nonsaturation operating range of the

Illiac IV network is severely limited in comparison to the single stage cube and the

multistage cube networks.

The saturation characteristics evident in the single stage cube networks result

directly from the average message hop distances and the number of packet buffers

required for the network implementation. While the average message hop distance."

closely compare with those of the multistage cube networks, the number of packet

buffers required to implement a single stage cube can be as much as five times (for

= 1024). the number required to implement a multistage cube network of similar

size. In the case of a 256-PE single stage cube network, the number of packet buffers

required is a two-fold increase over the 256-PE multistage cube network couistrurt,'e

with 4-by-4 crossbar switching elements. and a four-fold increase over a 2,,()-IL. mul

tistage cube network built with 16-bv-16 crossbar switching elements. This causes

the single stage cube network to have less message congestion for uniform network

loading than the multistage cube network of similar size. for a gi%..'n aggregate ...' %

PN
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message arrival rate. Less message congestion results in less network queueing delays 4. vl

and a greater nonsaturated network operating range. -

Comparisons of the single stage cube delay characteristics with those of the

multistage cube network, constructed with 16-by-16 crossbar switching elements.

show that the multistage cube network performs better than the single stage cube 0

network for light to moderately heavy network loading. This is due to the multistage

cube's reduced minimum hop distances (2), which requires a heavier network load-

ing to cause average message delays to approximate those of the single stage cube

network. Only when the aggregate message generation rate is greater than 2N/3 are

the the delay characteristics approximately equivalent for the single stage cube and

the multistage cube network built with 16-by-16 crossbar switching elements. As

the message load increases, the message queueing becomes more predominant in the -

multistage cube network and as a result, the average message delay times become

larger than those in the single stage cube network for a given load.

From the discussion above, conclusions can be made concerning the impleeni-

tation preference of one interconnection network over another based entire' on the

average message delay characteristics associated with each network. The physical

structure of the Illiac IV network leads to inherently large average message delay

times and restricted operating ranges (network loads). If these are the dominant

performance factors in a network's design, the mesh network is not the best choice

of network topologies for implementation given the three investigated topologies. A

choice between the multistage cube network and the single stage cube network lies %

ultimately in the size of the network and the size of the crossbar switching element to

be used in the implementation of the multistage cube network. Recall from Chapter

3, [AbP86] showed that for N = 4096. crossbar switching elements of 8-by-8 and %

larger must be implemented in the multistage cube network for it to outperform (in

terms of average message delay), the single stage cube network. This investigation

provides similar results where a reduction in the size of the network reduces the cross-

91 ".,5
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bar switching element sizes of the multistage cube network necessary to outperform

the single stage cube network. -

The second performance parameter to be discussed in this investigation is the

memory cost associated with implementing a chosen network. Tables 5.1, 5.2, and

5.3 show the hardware breakdown associated with each network and the maximum S

packet buffer length requirements for a given aggregate message arrival rate. Recall

from Section 5.2. that the maximum packet buffer lengths shown in the tables listed0

above, are the lengths necessary to ensure that 99% of the time that the network

is in operation, these length will not be exceeded. Referring to Tables 5.1, 5.2, and e

5.3 certain trends can be observed. Note the maximum packet buffer lengths of

the single stage cube network. For the aggregate message arrival rates chosen, the

buffer sizes are equivalent across the network sizes evaluated for a given network

load. Comparing the maximum buffer sizes of the single stage cube network at

increased network loading to the sizes required in the multistage cube and Illiac IV

networks shows that the single stage cube network requires buffer lengths that are 0

approximately 1/2 to 1/5 less than the requirements for the multistage cube and-

Illiac IV networks respectively.

This difference in buffer sizes is due to the large disparity between the number of '

packet buffers that exist in each of the networks. As an example, consider the 25f6-PE %

networks. The buffer requirements of the multistage cube network are 512 and 102-1

buffers for implementations using 16-by-16 and 4-by-4 crossbar switching elements

respectively. The Illiac IV requires 1280 buffers while the single stage cube needs 2301

buffers for its construction. Having two-fold and four-fold increases packet buffers

over the multistage cube networks of 4-by-. crossbars and 16-by-16 crossbars. allow: ."

the messages entering the single stage cube network to be more widely (listributed .

causing less message congestion for uniform network loading. The reduct ion in packet

buffer length requirements in the single stage cube network is not enough to make

the single stage cube the most economical network to implement. Tables 5. 7..5.

92 %
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Aggregate message
Network Crossbar Buffers arrival rate (pkts/cycle)

switch size in network 2 N/8 N/3 /2 I2N/3
Maximum buffer size (pkts) 0

multistage
cube 2-by-2 384 1 2 4 6 9
multistage
cube 4-by-4 192 1 2 4 6 11
multistage
cube 8-bv-8 128 1 2 4 6 10 0

crossbar 64-by-64 64 1 2 4 6 11
single
stage cube 7-by-7 448 1 2 3 3 4 %

b Illiac IN' 5-by-5 320 1 2 3 4 7 0

Table 5.1. Buffer requirements for 64-PE networks to avoid overflow 99% of time.

Aggregate message
Network Crossbar Buffers arrival rate (pkts/cycle)

switch size in network 21N/8 N/3 N/2 2N/3

Maximum buffer size (pkts)
multistage
cube 4-by-4 1024 1 2 3 6 9 
multistage
cube 16-by-16 512 1 2 4 6 10
single
stage cube 9-by-9 2304 1 2 3 3 4

lliac IV 5-by-5 1280 1 2 6 13 22 ]

Table 5.2. Buffer requirements for 256-PE networks to avoid overflow 9 9c7 of time.

93 %. "
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Aggregate message
Network Crossbar Buffers arrival rate (pkts/cycle) _._

switch size in network 2 N/81 N/3 N/2 2N/3
Maximum buffer size (pkts) %

multistage *N;
cube 4-by-4 5120 1 2 3 4 6

multistage
cube 32-by-32 2048 1 2 3 5 7
single
stage cube 11-by-11 11264 1 2 3 3 4

Illiac IV 5-by-5 5120 1 2 10 17 23

Table 5.3. Buffer requirements for 1024-PE networks to avoid overflow 997 of i11 .

and 5.6 shows the unit cost versus network load comparison for each of the network

sizes investigated. As defined in Section 5.2, the cost of a network is the product of

the number of buffers in the network, the maximum buffer length requirement and

the unit dollar cost per specific buffer memory size. This cost estimate also assunies

that the dollar costs differences of implementing one size crossbar switching element

over another are negligible. As a clarifying example, consider the networks of size

N = 256. At light network loading, each network requires that the maximum buffer ,

length be one packet. The network with the least cost requirement (512 cost uliitl,) i-

tlie multistage cube network constructed from 16-by- 16 crossbar switching element--

At heavv network loading, the 16-by-16 crossbar implementation of the multistage

cube still provides for the lowest cost requirement (5120 cost units). but now the coust

of implementing a single stage cube network (9216 cost units) is equivalent to the cost

of a multistage cube network constructed using 4-by-- crossbar switching elements.

Only at loads greater than 2N/3 packets/cycle is the single stage cube network's total

memory cost approximately thc' same as the multistage cube network's cost. The

total memory costs for the Illiac IV network are only comparable for light network

loading due to the increased queueing delays the network experiences.

%
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Networ cost(costunits

S..

multistage --
cube 2-by-2 384 768 1536 2304 3456.-
multistage'"

cube 4-by-4 192 384 768 1152 2112 -

pp

crossbar 64-by-64 64 128 320 448 704pt'
singleth 2N 2

st age cube 7-by-7 448 896 1344 1344 1792

llliac I V 5-by-5 320 640 960 1280 2240 0

Table 5.4. 64-PE network cost per load comparison. ..

Aggregate message %"
Network Crossbar arrival rate (pkts/cycle) "

switch size 2 1 N/8 I N/3 IN/2 I 2N/3 "',
" Network cost (cost units)

multistage

cube 4-by-4 1024 2048 3072 6144 9216
multistage
cube 16-by- 16 512 1024 2048 3072 5120

single
stage cube 9-by-9 2304 4608 6912 6912 9216

Illiac IV 5-by-5 1280 2560 7680 16,640 28160

Table 5.5. 256-PE network cost per load comparisoI.

P.__

Aggregat messag

Netwrk rosbararrval ate(pks/cle
swithsiz 2 N8 N N 2 2N

,Net.or cot'os uit

multistag
cube4-b-4 124 048 072 6144 921

multistag
. .. -. . . . . , . - , - . - .cube - - ,,.- - 16.. . -512°, 1024 ,. . -. ., ..2048- -. - -,-3072 5120 , . , . -, ,,

° " •k • . da | - ... single-
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Aggregate message
Network Crossbar arrival rate (pkts/cycle)

switch size 2 N/8 I N/3 I N/2 2N/3
Network cost (cost units) "o-_,

multistage
cube 4-by-4 5120 5120 15360 20480 30720

multistage
cube 32-by-32 2048 4096 6144 10240 14336
single
stage cube 11-by-li 11264 22528 33792 33792 45056

Illiac IV 5-by-5 5120 10240 51200 87040 117760

Table 5.6. 1024-PE network cost per load comparison.

b %'

5.6 Summary
I

In this chapter, the simulation, validation, and performance comparisons of the

multistage cube, the single stage cube, and the Illiac IV interconnection networks

have been presented. An in-depth discussion of the simulation tools and technique"

provided information about the machine requirements necessary for large scale sie-n

ulations and methods used to ensure the correctness of the simulations. Section 5.3

presented an overview of validation techniques to include the validation of the three
interconnection network models developed for this investigation. Individual network

performance characteristics were presented in Section 5.4 followed by a performance

comparison of the network models. From this comparison, it was observed thai due

to its physical structure, the Illiac IV network has inherently large message delay

times and restricted nonsaturation operating ranges as compared to the single stage

cube anu multistage cube networks. It was also observed that. the implemeniatioll J

choice of single stage cube network or multistage cube network is dependent upull

the network size to be implemented and the size of the crossbar switching elemenlt

used in constructing the multistage cube network.

.4
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations .

6.1 Summary of Thesis Investigation

Before addressing the conclusions and recommendations resulting from tii>

investigation, a brief review of the material presented in this thesis effect is neces.av, .

In Chapter 1, a background review of restrictions and limitations of the traditional

yon Neumann computer was presented. The research goals of this investigation W(I.(.

defined to allow for an accurate scope of the problem a( hand.

Chapters 2 and 3 provided the background information necessary understand

the techniques used in parallel processing system evaluation. Chapter 2 defined

the methodologies used in classifying parallel processing systems and the pr,,bhii,> '

inherent with each met i)d-ogv. Interconnect ion network topologies were intrudu t4l

in Chapter 2 followed by discussions of contemporary parallel processing swteIii>

which used these interconnection network implementations. Chapter 3 examined tIli,"

state of parallel processing systems evaluations to include crossbar switch analk-is.

network switching methodologv analysis, and network performance comparisonP.

The methodology used in solving this investigation was the topic of ('lialir 1.

In this chapter, the simulation tool used to model the three interconnection net-

works was discussed. The formulation of network models to include interconnectnh " "'"
, .

.unctions and routing algorithms were presented to provide insight into the "iiner..

workings" of the simulator. Chapter 5 began with a discussion of the network simm-

lation methodology. This discussion included the facilities necessary to perforn tl

investigation and the mariner in which the simulations were performed. Network

validation procedures were used to ascertain the validity of the networks models as

compared to previously published works. The performance measures of average nes-

sage dela, maximumi packet buffer lengths ard total network Implementation (ts".-1

provided for the conclusion that the decision of implementing a single stage cube nel- "'-'"-"I

work or a miultistage cube network requires forethought into the sizc of the netwrk

-% % %'- ~ *-* ** ,-
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to be implemented and the size of the crossbar switching element to be allowed for
implementation of the multistage cube network. Only when these two factors have -

%%

been determined can a clear-cut choice be made. The results obtained in Chapter 5 %I

further indicate that the Illiac IV network's physical structure makes it the least

desirable of the networks investigation when considering the average message delay 4

as the dominant performance factor.

6.2 Thesis Effort Conclusions

Many points can be concluded from this thesis investigation. First. this inves-

tigation has provided a unified base for the comparison of three classes of intercon-

nection networks, which to the present, has not been done. A second point is the

alternative approach to viewing the average message delay and network saturation .

rates. This alternative approach has provided for a more accurate method of deter-

mining the delay characteristics of a particular network. Thirdly. this investigation

has shown that large-scale simulations of parallel processing systems are feasible

using a commercially packaged simulation language such as SLAM. And lastly, an

alternative method of SLAM file scanning has been developed to add flexibility to

the language.

6._.1 Recommendations for Future Research

This investigation has provided a comparison of three classes of interconnec-

tion networks under a common set of system operating assumptions which had o' '

been previously performed. Due to the diversity, complexity. and time restraiii : of

this investigation, certain simulator enhancements could not be implemented. TheM,,

enhancements to the simulator form a base for future research in the area of inter-

connection network performance comparisons. These proposed enhancements are a

follows:

98
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1. Implement dynamic routing for the single stage cube and Illiac IV networks.

By doing so, the inherent message delay characteristics of the Illiac IV network

may be changed and make this network more desirable for implementation.

2. Simulate the effects of nonuniform loading on the networks. This will allow for
lw- w

m

*-

the determination areas of network congestion and provide insight to possible -

method for removing the congestion.

3. Implement a model which allows for the partitioning of the multistage cube

network.

In closing, this investigation has shown that commercial simulation packages

such as SLAM can be used for parallel processing applications. Using simulation

languages allow for compact coding and ease of readability which result in a faster -

design and implementation turnaround. This thesis further serves as a link which has

previously been missing in the performance comparisons of classes of interconnection

networks. As a result, two technical papers, [RaDS8aa, and [RaD88b], have been

submitted for publication. -

9..
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-iAppendix A. Source Code Release Information

d d

Further information concerning the SLAM and Fortran source code developed

for this investigation may be obtained by contacting Captain Nathaniel J. Davis IV or
0

Captain Wade H. Shaw in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering.

Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433. -
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